On-Demand Digital Library (Whova):

On-Demand Videos (Whova):

GRIFFIN, Monica, OBASANJO, Iyabo, and SCOTT, Alison (William & Mary), SHELTON, Patrice and TONEY, Stephanie (VA Dept of Hlth) Certified Community Health Workers (CCHWs): A Case Study of the Richmond/Henrico District Program in Virginia

MORDOCH, Nalyn (UC Davis), HOGAN, Mikel (CSU Fullerton), andAITKEN, Chloe (UC Berkeley) Internship in Health and Human Services: A Two Prong Decolonization Project in Academia

On-Demand Posters (Whova):

BAILEY, Hannah (Boston U SPH), VASUDEVAN, Ananya (Boston U Sch of Med), TOMPKINS, Ronald (MA General Hosp), SAGER, Alan and KAZIS, Lewis (Boston U SPH) The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Burn Care: A Multi-National Study

BRADLEY, Sarah, BESTERMAN-DAHAN, Karen, HAHM, Bridget, HEUER, Jacquelyn, PETTEY, Kristin, LUTHER, Stephen L., FINCH, Dezon, DELIKAT, Jemy, KELLEY, Brenda, MCCART, James and LIND, Jason (VA) Using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Mapping to Address Food Insecurity in Rural Veterans

DARLING, Sally, CLARK, Ben, KELLER, Jessica, QUERESHI, Arrooj, STOKER, Lisa, and WANG, Jingwen (UNT) Communicating across the Gap: Online Gaming, Communication, and Community

GONZALEZ, Richard (EVMS) Health Disparities in the Hampton Roads: A Clinical Anthropology Perspective

GUESMAN, Jessica (Saint Vincent Coll) COVID-19 Contact Tracing Effectiveness at a Small, Residential College Campus

HATHAWAY, Wendy, LIND, Jason, and CHAVEZ, Margeaux (VA) Evaluation in the Time of COVID: Lessons Learned from Veteran Experience in a Horticulture-Based Therapy Pilot Program

HEINEMANN, Laura and BACKER, Bridget (Creighton U) Ad Hoc Care: Improvising through Health Care Transitions

JACK, Jessica and JONES, Cassie (U Saskatchewan), BECKWELL, Erin (U Regina), UGOLINI, Cristina (Saskatchewan Hlth Authority), LAWSON, Karen (U Saskatchewan), OKEEWEHOW, Sharon and MCREERY, Ross (Patient Experience Advisors), BAERG, Krista (U Saskatchewan & Saskatchewan Hlth Authority), DOWNE, Pamela, DANIEL-WHYTE, Selene, JUCKES, Karen, and DELI, Colleen (U Saskatchewan & Sask Hlth Authority). COE, Jeannie (Saskatchewan Hlth Authority). TUPPER, Susan (U Saskatchewan & Saskatchewan Hlth Authority) Community-led Change Strategies for Improving Pain in Saskatchewan, Canada

JACOVES, Joshua (Trinity Coll) Reimagining Yiddishkeit: Place and Belonging in a Modern Orthodox Jewish Community

KURLANSKA, Courtney and STRAUSS, Sarah (Worcester Polytechnic Inst) From Lone Ranger to Team Player: The Role of Anthropology in Training a New Generation of Climate Adaptation Professionals

MARAÑON LAGUNA, Andrea, SCOTT, Mary Alice, TAYLOR, Hailey, MONTOYA, Emilee, FRESQUEZ, Sari, GARCIA, Alysa, MARES, Claudia, and OLSZOWY, Kathryn (NMSU) “I mean basically, my life just stopped”: New Mexico Rural Resident Experiences with COVID-19

RANSDELL, Henrietta, STOREY, Angela, and CORA, Maria (U Louisville) Agency and Community in Campus Sustainability Work: A Student-Focused Participatory Ethnography

STONESMYTH, Kathryn (Dickinson Coll) Small Town Heat Island?: Thermal Inequities in Carlisle, PA

On-Demand Papers (Whova):

AKIHO, Sayaka (Meiji U) What Has Changed Since an NGO Became a Social Enterprise?: A Case Study of Rural Development in Cambodia (Business TIG)

ALAMA, Madalina (Independent) Women’s Happiness, Addiction, and the Good Life in the American West

ARTZ, Matt (Azimuth Labs & Anthro to UX) Algorithmic Bias and the Creator Economy: Leveraging Behavioral Capital for Good (Business TIG)

ASKLAND, Hedda and IRWIN, Randi (U Newcastle, Australia) Telling the Stories of Rain and Hope: Anthropology as Place Performance (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

BATTAS ALHAGAL, Anju (NSCBM Gov’t Coll-Hamirpur) Study of Resource Utilization and Conservation by Pastoral Tribes of Himalaya (C&A)

BEISWENGER, April (St. Norbert Coll) We Are All Monsters: Teaching Fashion and Sustainability

BILLINGSLEY, Krista (Saint Michael’s Coll) Transforming Possibilities for People with Felony Convictions: Barriers to Voting Following the Passage of Florida Amendment 4

BUERGER, Catherine (Dangerous Speech Project) The Anti-Hate Brigade: Community through Counterspeech on Facebook

CONAY, Shun and ITO, Yasunobu (JAIST) The Transformation of Relationships among Actors and Their Creativity in Filmmaking: A Case Study of a Documentary Film about Parkinson’s Disease Patients in Japan
HARPER, Krista. BATES, Alison. NWADIARU, Ogechi Vivian. CANTOR, Julia. COWAN, Makaylah. and SHOKOOH, Marina Piñeda (UMass Amherst) Clean, Green, and Just?: Community Perspectives on the Renewable Energy Transition in a New England City (PESO)

HAZZAN ZAREER, Ifham (NMSU) Where Are the Women?: Gender, Traditional Ecological Knowledge, and Food Sovereignty in Native American Communities

JOHNSTON, Lesley. DAVISON, Colleen. LIU, Jennifer. CORBETT, Kitty. and JANES, Craig (U Waterloo) Ladies Like Simple Things: The Changing Nature of Work in Sowwezi, Zambia

JOSEPH, Daniel (DePauw U) Relocation or Expulsion?: The True Meaning of Relocation for Displaced People in Anse-à-Pites, Haiti

JOYCE, Molly (CUNY Sch of Professional Studies) Virtuosity of the Self (SDS)

KATZ, Esther (Inst de Recherche pour le Développement) Insect Consumption in a Changing World: From Past to Future in Latin America

KUEHNE, Kurt (UW-Madison) Lives in Limbo: Victimized Migrant Domestic Workers and the State of Exception

LOY, Christopher (CUNY) Modeling Socio-Ecological Systems: Bridging the Qualitative/Quantitative Divide

MCWHORTER, Jaclyn (Oglethorpe U) Living as a Capoeirista: Social Inclusion in the Periphery of São Paulo, Brazil

MELLO, Christy (UHWO) Adapting to Crisis and Reimagining Pedagogy through Visual Depictions of Changing Landscapes: Honoululi ‘Āina Ho’okūlipo

NGANA-MUNDEKE, Annie (CUNY) The Impacts of Climate Change, Global Warming, Hurricanes, and Natural Disasters on the Society and the Environments (Family and Social Justice) (Higher Ed TIG)


OBARI, Mariko (U Tsukuba) A Transition of Satoyama Landscapes: A Study on the Japanese Matsutake Mushroom and Chestnuts (C&A)

OJEHOMON, Norma (CWRU) Global Goal, Local Ownership: Unpacking Sustainable HIV Epidemic Control in USAID/PEPFAR

PERRY, Anna (Rutgers U) Ethnographic Time: Barriers and Best Practices for Accessible Ethnographic Methods

REINKE, Amanda (Kennesaw State U), ELDRIDGE, Erin (UNCC), and KIM, Jaymelee (U Findlay) Navigating Disaster Fieldwork (Risk & Disaster TIG)

SANTIAGO, Ana Elisa (Federal U São Carlos) Brazil’s Experience as a Member of MINUSTAH: Lessons Learned and Effects on Brazilian Domestic Politics

SAITO, Mine (Yokohama Nat’l U) Telling, Expressing Self in Association with Others: Revisiting and Examining Life Record Movement as an Origin of Story-based Methods in Japan

SCHMIDT, Michelle (ENMU) Developing the Panopticon: Diabetes and Nutritional Intervention in Southern Belize

SCOTT, Mary Alice. GOMEZ, Dolores. ANDAZOLA, John. and DE LA ROSA, Iván (NMSU) Physicians and Social Scientists Collaborating to Address Racism in Medicine

SIDDIKI FARIHA, Noushin and RAHMAN, Asif (U Dhaka) COVID Response of the Street Children: Assessing the Health Seeking Process and Survival Mechanism of Street Children during the COVID-19 Pandemic (Risk & Disaster TIG)

STANLEY, Erik (ENMU) Developing Surveillance and Growing Disease: The Consequences of Agricultural Development in Belize (C&A)

STRACCA, Patricio Hernán (U Buenos Aires / CONICET) and DAYAN, Laura (U Buenos Aires) Struggles on the Constitution of Environmental Territories in the Paraná River Delta, Buenos Aires, Argentina


VEGA, Rosalynn (UTRGV) Anthropology’s Revolutionary Potential for Subverting Censorship: Corruption in Mexican Clinics

WINN, Alisha (Consider the Culture & PBAU) Pandemic in the “Hood”: Opportunities, Responses, Whose Needs?

YAWORSKY, William (UTRGV), CORREA-CABRERA, Guadalupe (GMU), and LEWIS, Charles (Independent) Money Laundering by Mexican Politicians in the US (Business TIG)

On-Demand Sessions (Whova):

Losing a Home: Addressing Intangible Losses in Displacement (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: PRICE, Susanna (ANU-Canberra)

PANELISTS: DE WET, Chris (Rhodes U-South Africa), ROBINSON, Kathryn (Australian Nat’l U), SINGER, Jane (Kyoto U), LAM, Christie (U Adelaide), MATANZIMA, Joshua (Gwembe Tonga Rsch Proj), ARONSSON, Inga-Lill (Uppsala U)

Tourism Development and the Role of the State: Cases from China and Belize (Tourism & Heritage TIG)
Disaster Interfaces: Human and More-than-Human (Risk & Disaster TIG)
CHAIR: LORD, Austin (Cornell U)
HARDING, Lauren and CLARK, Douglas (U Saskatchewan), AWAN, Malik (Gov’t of Nunavut) Hunters, Scientists, and Aklak: Understanding Changing Grizzly Bear-human Interactions and Climate Change in Nunavut, Canada
LORD, Austin (Cornell U) The Avalanche as Prism: Political Ontologies and Post-Disaster Reckonings in the Himalayan Cryosphere
MURPHY THOMAS, Jane (Independent) ‘Community’ Is Not a ‘Myth’ or a ‘Bogus Concept’

Healthcare Access and New Methods
CHAIR: HOCKETT SHERLOCK, Stacey (Iowa City VA & U Iowa Carver Coll of Med)
SIMMONS, Brianna (UCR) Disrupting Anthropology
DUNLAP, Shawn (CHOIR) Ethnography in Service of Technology: How to Use Limited Fieldwork Opportunities to Gather Relevant Data for App Development
HOCKETT SHERLOCK, Stacey (Iowa City VA & U Iowa Carver Coll of Med), GOEDKEN, Cassie (Iowa City VA), and LIVORSI, Daniel J. (Iowa City VA & U Iowa Carver Coll of Med) Adding Periodic Reflections to Your Implementation Toolkit: Case Study of a Tele-Health Intervention
CHEN, Yi-Tsun (Australian Nat’l U) Multi-hyphenate Anthropologist as a Schrodinger’s Cat: An Approach to Studying Liminality of Quarantine and Hybrid Spaces
PAUL-WARD, Amy (FlU) Navigating a Community-Based Collaboration in the Time of COVID
DRYDEN, Eileen, ANWAR, Chitra, BOUDREAU, Jacqueline, CLAYMAN, Marla, CONTI, Jennifer, KASON, Danna, KENNEDY, Meaghan, MCGOWAN, Michael, and WU, Juliet (VA) Evaluating Virtual Healthcare through Virtual Interviews during the COVID-19 Pandemic: The Benefits of Pragmatic Participant Observation

Challenges in Community Development
CHAIR: GULLETTE, Gregory (GA Gwinnett Coll)
ROY, Shree Bhagwan (IBRAD) Application of Digital Ethnography for Indigenous Tribal Development
GULLETTE, Gregory (GA Gwinnett Coll) Seeking Inclusive and Sustainable Urban Expansion in Bangkok’s Metropolitan Region
HERNÁNDEZ FREGOSO, Patricia Judith and LUQUE, Diana (CIAD, AC), GRAIZBORD, Boris (COLMEX, AC) Evolution of the Human Settlement System of Sonora, Mexico: Changes in Interaction Networks
ABELLA, Anna and ARMSTRONG, Lisa (USF) Using Ethnographic Methods to Understand Barriers to Program Engagement among Black Families in a Low-Income Neighborhood

Producing Food in a Changing World: Scarce Resources, Rising Temperatures, and Climate Change Distress (C&A)
CHAIR: DU BRAY, Margaret (Hollins U)
WAIT, Jude (Western Ctr for Metropolitan Ed & Rsch) Centering Farmers’ Perspectives in Assessing the Resilience of Food Farming in Rapidly Urbanizing Regions
DU BRAY, Margaret (Hollins U), QUIMBY, Barbara, BAUSCH, Julia C., and WUTICH, Amber (ASU), EATON, Weston M. and BRASIER, Kathryn J. (Penn State U), BREWIS, Alexandra (ASU), WILLIAMS, Clinton (USDA) Red, White, and Feeling Blue: Emotional Responses to Environmental Change among Agricultural Community Members in the Verde Valley, AZ
MORERA, Maria (UFL), TOVAR-AGUILAR, J. Antonio (Nat’l Family Farm Coalition), GONZALEZ, Rogelio (Farmworker Assoc FL), PEREZ-OROZCO, Jose and MONAGHAN, Paul (UFL), ROKA, Fritz (FGCU) Walking on the Sun: Productivity, Health Beliefs, Training, and Heat Safety Practices among Florida Fruit and Vegetable Harvesters

Food Access and Insecurity in the U.S. (C&A)
CHAIR: DIAZ SERRANO, Karen (USF)
BESTERMAN-DAHAN, Karen, PETTEY, Kristin, HAHM, Bridget, BRADLEY, Sarah, HEUER, Jacquelyn, FINCH, Dezon, LUTHER, Stephen, and DELIKAT, Jenny (VA) Addressing Food Insecurity in Rural Veterans
DIAZ SERRANO, Karen (USF) Entanglements of Teenage Food Security within High School Pantries in Pinellas County, Florida
KOEMPEL, Annie (UKY) “People around here like their fresh fruits and vegetables”: Eating and Growing Food in Eastern Kentucky
ELLIS, Dani, ELLIS, Steven, FLECK, Micah, MIGDOL, Steve, RODRIGUEZ, Neida, and HENRY, Lisa (UNT)
Understanding the Experiences of LGBTQIA+ Students with Food Insecurity in College

Methodological Innovations in Immigration Research (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)
CHAIR: LEMUS, Sergio (TAMU)
LEMUS, Sergio (TAMU) Latin@/x Ethnicity: Debates, Trends, and Place in American Anthropology
MOHAMMED, Sarah (U Saskatchewan) Brown Boxes: An Autoethnographic Exploration of Cultural Identity and Fluid Positionality
VON BAEYER, Eliza (Fielding Grad U) Picturing a New Life for Tibetan Women in Canada: Arts-based Research, Lived Experiences, and Transformative Possibilities

Weather, Warfare, and Pandemics: Local Voices of Global Disasters (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)
CHAIR: ESARA CARROLL, Pilapa (SUNY Brockport)
CHALMIERS, Morgen (UCSD) “In every situation, I thank God”: Religious Gratitude among Syrian Refugees and Its Implication for Humanitarian Mental Health Interventions
ESARA CARROLL, Pilapa (SUNY Brockport) “I kept fighting for life”: Supporting Refugees and New Americans through the Pandemic
GONZÁLEZ, Melinda (Rutgers U) Stories Carried in Hurricane Maria’s Winds
LOPEZ RODRIGUEZ, Magda (NDSU), MARTUCCI, Jessica (U Penn), and DAHLBERG, Britt (Cooper Med Sch Rowan U) Undocumented during COVID-19

Citizenship, Race, and Cultural Identity in Migration Experiences (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)
CHAIR: BALAKIAN, Sophia (GMU)
BALAKIAN, Sophia (GMU) Citizenship, Kinship, and the U.S. Surveillance of Somali International Money Transfers
CARO, Lennin, ORDONEZ, Sarai, and REVENS, Keri (Camino Rsch Inst, UNCC) “La salud es todo”: Latino Immigrant Perceptions of Health and Wellness
HARUYAMA, Justin (UC Davis) Shortcut English: A Pidgin Language and “Racialization” at a Chinese-Operated Mine in Zambia
MONTAÑOLA, Silvana (UMD), KLINE, Nolan (UNT HSC), and ALVAREZ, Liliana (HOPE CommUnity Ctr) Trump-Era Immigration Politics and Preventive Health: HPV Vaccination Ambivalence among Latinx Immigrants in Florida

COVID and Vaccination in Cross Cultural Context (SMA)
CHAIR: ENGLAND-KENNEDY, Elizabeth (NMSU)
ISLAM, AKM Mazharul (SUST) Expert’s Predictions and Commoner’s Realities: Some Reflections about Post Covid Prediction in Bangladesh
ENGLAND-KENNEDY, Elizabeth and KEELING, Lindsay (NMSU) Decision-Making in the Margins: Vaccine Refusal, Hesitancy, Confusion, and Acceptance of People Experiencing Homelessness and Near-Homelessness
JONES, Jasmine (Harvard Ext Sch) Vaccine Hesitancy in Context: History, Biopower, and Resistance as an Act of Liberation and Culture in Nigeria
YU, Yeon Jung (WWU) and PARK, Young Su (Haverford Coll) The Lived Experiences of COVID-19 in South Korea
KUAN, Chen-I (Nat’l Taiwan U) Socio-political Context of Hesitancy toward Covid-19 Vaccination and Risk Communications Needed: A Rapid Ethnographic Study in Taiwan

COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts on Health, Healing, and Care (SMA)
CHAIR: KAHN, Linda (U Buffalo Sch of Med)
KAHN, Linda and HARRIGAN-MAUER, Caroline (U Buffalo Sch of Med) Impacts of Covid-19 on Drug Treatment Courts: Adaptations to Remote Technology
MARTIN, Samantha (U S Carolina) The Effectiveness of Outreach: Genres and Engagement on Social Media during the Pandemic

Ethnographies of Care (SMA)
CHAIR: ROHN, Edward (Oakland U)
KAWAGUCHI, Yaeko and ITO, Yasunobu (JAIST) Practical Knowledge of Generalist Nurses: A Case Study of an Outpatient Clinic in Fukuoka, Japan
OTANI, Kagari and ITO, Yasunobu (JAIST) How Visiting Nurses Acquire Nursing Knowledge and Skills: A Case Study of a Japanese Visiting Nurse Station


SHINMOTO, Mariko (Hiroshima U) Health Service Utilization and Issues Related to Childbirth: Papua New Guinea Arapesh Women’s Choice of Place of Delivery

YAMAGUCHI, Hiromi and ITO, Yasunobu (JAIST) Patient Education Created by Healthcare Professionals Together with Patients: An Ethnographic Case Study of a Medium-Sized Hospital in Japan

ROHN, Edward (Oakland U) What I Learned in the Kitchen…: Perplexing Particulars of Chronic Pain Self-Management from Persons with Spinal Cord Injury

Policy, Prevention, and Intervention (SMA)
CHAIR: HEDWIG, Travis (UAA)
FARRUGIA, Adrian and MOORE, David (La Trobe U), KEANE, Helen (Australian Nat‘l U), GRAHAM, Kathryn (Ctr for Addiction & Mental Hlth), EKENDAHL, Mats (Stockholm U) Noticed and Then Forgotten: Gender in Alcohol Policy Stakeholder Responses to Alcohol and Violence
HEDWIG, Travis, FRIED, Ruby, and VAN WYCK, Rebecca (UAA), LIMBIRD, Jessica (Recover Alaska/the Alliance) Assessment of Alcohol Misuse Prevention Strategies in Alaska Using Community-based Participatory Approaches

The Changing Landscape of the Academy (Higher Ed TIG)
CHAIR: RANDALL, Jennifer (Queen Mary U-London)
CHROSTOWSKY, MaryBeth, DEELEY, Kathryn, and MANN, Barbara (GGC) The Library as a Field Site: How Ethnography Can Inform Library Services
GREEN, Amanda (EKU) Making Transformative Learning Possible in Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
MILLER, Valarie (Purdue U) People over Projects: Prioritizing Immediate Community Requests over Preplanned Project Outcomes
RANDALL, Jennifer (Queen Mary U-London) SEEDS: Sowing Empowering & Engaging Discussions on Substances: An Educator’s Perspective on Social Media, Harm Reduction, Anthropology, and Critical Pedagogy
RICKE, Audrey (IUPUI) Unpacking Student Perceptions: Promoting Transformative Learning and Community Engagement Using Cultural Domain Analysis

Food and Housing Insecurity in Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)
CHAIR: CARRAHER, Sally (UAA)
CARRAHER, Sally, SHUMAKER, Susie, and Roslyn White (UAA) Student Perceptions of Food- and Housing-Insecurity at a Struggling University: Implications for Campus Outreach and Engagement
HEDWIG, Travis and CARRAHER, Sally (UAA) Food and Housing Insecurity and Homelessness in Higher Education: Lessons Learned from a Grassroots Campus Effort
HEUER, Jacquelyn (USF) Exploring the Impacts of Community Reintegration and Food Insecurity on Health Outcomes among Post-9/11 Student Veterans in Florida

TUESDAY, MARCH 22
SALT LAKE CITY / UTAH DAY

Welcome to the Society for Applied Anthropology’s “Salt Lake City / Utah Day.” The presentations and events scheduled for this day should be of particular interest to residents of the Salt Lake City area. Anthropologists, and other applied social scientists have joined with interested residents to examine the region’s remarkably diverse heritage, its complex and challenging present, and its future as a world destination. We are opening this day to the public free of charge as an expression of our commitment to engage with the public in an exploration of our shared social and cultural worlds.

(T-02) TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Canyons (Onsite)
Understanding Idioms of Distress: Minding the Gap between Refugees and Providers

CHAIRS: ZAHID, Hafsa and ZAMUNDIO, Oscar (U Utah)
PANELISTS: ZAHID, Hafsa, ZAMUNDIO, Oscar, GREN, Lisa, BENSON, Scott, FROST, Caren (U Utah)

(T-04) TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Food in Utah: A Discussion of “This Is the Plate: Utah Food Traditions”

CHAIR: KNOWLTON, David (UVU)
PANELISTS: ELIASON, Eric (BYU), MCNEILL, Lynne S. and KNOWLTON, David (UVU)

(T-19) TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Water in Short Supply, Part I

CHAIRS: SULLIVAN, Kate (CSULA) and RANDLE, Sayd (UC Berkeley)
POMPEII, Brian (UWLAX) The Social Production of the Great California Drought
RANDLE, Sayd (UC Berkeley) Reading Threats to the California Waterscape through the (Nonexistent) Sites Reservoir
WALSH, Casey (UCSB) Participation, Adjudication, and California’s Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
BERTENTHAL, Alyse (WFU Law Sch) Criminalizing Water (Mis)Use
ESCOBEDO GARCIA, Nataly (UCI) The Push and Pulls of Working with Community: An Autoethnography on the Ethics of “Community Engaged” Research

(T-20) TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online Only)
Ethnography in Practice: A COPAA Roundtable

CHAIR: TRAPP, Micah (U Memphis)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BALLIN, Kira (Experiences for Mankind), GEZON, Lisa (U W Georgia), HOFFMAN, David (MS State U), KLEIN, Charles (Portland State U), KOZAITIS, Kathryn (GSU), SPEARS, Jenessa (Consilience Group)

(T-21) TUESDAY 9:00-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
iEMBER Collaboration Workshop: Interdisciplinary Team Creation for Research in Undergraduate Biology/STEM Educational Equity (Workshop, Fee $)

ORGANIZERS: CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca (UConn), MARCETTE, Jana (MSU-Billings), IDLEBIRD, Candice (HSSU), MCDOWELL, Gary (Lightoller LLC), MOORE, Michael (UALR), and PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc Inc)

(T-22) TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online Only)
Learning from Disasters: The Epistemic Value of the Experience of Destruction, Part I-Mechanisms (PESO)

CHAIR: CORTESI, Luisa (Int’l Inst of Soc Studies)
CONNOR, Irena Leisbet Ceridwen (U Dundee) ‘I’m surprised they were so surprised’: Lessons in the Importance of Culture for Understanding the Construction of Emotional Coping Capacities in the Consecutive Flood Context
PAKULLA, Iris (U Cambridge) Ethics, Belonging, and the Making of Environmental Politics: A Comparative Study of the Mining Sites of Erdenet and Oyu Tolgoi in Mongolia
MATHSON, Gideon (Shiv Nadar U) Memory and Temporal Perception through Recurrent Disasters
GONZALÈZ BAUTISTA, Noémie (CÌÉRA-U Laval) From Fighting Forest Fires to Resisting Colonialism and Building an Indigenous Future: An Experience from the Nitaskinan, Québec, Canada
CORTESI, Luisa (Int’l Inst of Soc Studies) Do People Fare Better When They Have Already Experienced the Same Disaster?
DISCUSSANT: CORTESI, Luisa (Int’l Inst of Soc Studies)

(T-31) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Bryce (Onsite)
Enhancing the Concept of Women’s Health: An Interactive World Café
(T-48) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
COVID-19 and Healthcare Delivery: Implications for Policy and Practice (SMA)

CHAIR: BLOCK, Ellen (CSBSJU)
ROSENTHAL, Roseanne (UCR) COVID-19 and Healthcare Delivery: Implications for Policy and Practice
SAVARD, Grace (CSBSJU) Promoting “Good Deaths” in a Pandemic: Is It Possible?
BLOCK, Ellen (CSBSJU) Looking Ahead: COVID-19 and the Potential for Transformative Change in Hospitals
MORRISSEY, Suzanne and LITTLE, Sara (Whitman Coll) Long COVID, Anthropology, and Healthcare Innovation
HARRIS, Shaan, ANDRAKA-CHRISTOU, Barbara, and TOTARAM, Rachel (UCF), RANDALL-KOSICH, Olivia (GSU), RIVERA-ATILANO, Raúl (UCF) Understanding Access to Substance Use Disorder Treatment for U.S. College Students during the COVID-19 Pandemic
SEARCY, Julie (Butler U) Breathe with Me: Doulas, COVID-19, and the Politics of Breath

(T-49) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Water in Short Supply, Part II

CHAIRS: SULLIVAN, Kate (CSULA) and RANDLE, Sayd (UC Berkeley)
HITE, Emily (NAU) New Hydrosocial Territories: Confrontations at the Little Colorado River
TIPPIN, Chilton (UC Boulder) An All-Too-Common Tragedy?: Water Law, Aquifer Depletion, and the Question of Community Cooperation in Colorado’s San Luis Valley
ZARATE, Salvador (UCI) Fire Mitigation behind the Orange Curtain: Latino Migrant Workers and Policy for Living through Fire
BERESFORD, Melissa (JSU), DOBBIN, Kristin (UCLA), FENCL, Amanda (TAMU), GONZÁLEZ, Silvia (UCLA), JEPSON, Wendy (TAMU), and PIERCE, Gregory (UCLA) Household Water Insecurity in California: Results from a Statewide Representative Survey
DISCUSSANT: SULLIVAN, Kate (CSULA)

(T-50) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Shifting the Public Narrative about Immigration in the US: Anthropologists Engaged in Different Genres of Public Work (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: HORTON, Sarah (UC-Denver)
PANELISTS: FRANK-VITALE, Amelia (Princeton U), HEIDBRINK, Lauren (CSULB), HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEPE), INDA, Jonathan Xavier (UIUC), TORRES, M. Gabriela (Wheaton Coll), STUESSE, Angela (UNCCH)

(T-52) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Learning from Disasters: The Epistemic Value of the Experience of Destruction, Part II-Relationships of Learning (PESO)

CHAIR: CORTESI, Luisa (Int’l Inst of Soc Studies)
PARK, Sera (U Cambridge) Disasters as Ruptures: Political Activism after the Sinking of the Sewol Ferry
JERANKO, Maja (UNCCH) Disaster Chronotopes and Gender Relations in Coastal Ecuador
PANDHI, Nikhil (Princeton U) Concentric Contagions: Caste, Class, and the Afterlives of a Public Health Disaster in Urban North India
SHOREMAN-OUIMET, Eleanor (UConn) ‘Disaster Stories’: The Value of Sharing Lessons-Learned in Interdisciplinary Disaster Research
DISCUSSANT: CORTESI, Luisa (Int’l Inst of Soc Studies)
Whova (Online Only)
Migration & Int'l Dialogue TIG Meeting

(T-62) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyons (Onsite)
An SfAA Critical Conversation
Covid’s Chronicities: Endemic Constraints in Pandemic Times, Part I

CHAIR: MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwatersrand)
WAHLBERG, Ayo (U Copenhagen) Underlying Conditions: COVID-19 and the Overwhelming of Healthcare Systems
FAST, Danya (UBC) Ambivalence towards Care among Young People Who Use Drugs during Overlapping Public Health Emergencies in Vancouver, Canada
JAYAKODI ARACHCHILLAGE, Priyanka (MI State U) Chronicity of Militarism: Sri Lanka’s Militarized Response to the Covid-19 Pandemic
VÉLEZ-IBÁÑEZ, Carlos (ASU) Arizona and Its Infectious Politics: A University System under Stress

(T-64) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Snippets of Utah Life through Anthropology and Ethnography, Part I

CHAIR: KNOWLTON, David (UVU)
DIAZ, Agustin Tino (UVU) Troubling Inclusion as Transformative Discourses: Decolonial & Abolitionist Aspirations among HESA Practitioners
HARTLEY-MOORE, Julie (Utah System of Higher Ed & U Utah) Applying Anthropology in Utah Higher Education Administration
STILES, Erin (U Nevada) “Where the Veil Is Thin”: Posthumous Baptism and the Gratitude of Spirits among Latter-day Saints in Utah
SIULUA, Sione Ata (U Auckland) Families Are For-Never: Tongan Indigeneity, Western Kinship, and Mormonism

(T-65) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Sundance (Onsite)
Are the Ethical Guardrails Adequate for Research with Refugees? (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: OPOKU AGYEMANG, Daniel (U Utah Sch of Med)
PANELISTS: OPOKU AGYEMANG, Daniel (U Utah Sch of Med), GREN, Lisa, BENSON, Scott, FROST, Caren, and RIFFLE, Rachel (U Utah)

(T-78) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
Political Polarization in the Post-Trump Age

CHAIR: VAN WOERKOM, Clayton (BYU)
VAN WOERKOM, Clayton (BYU) Humanizing Political Opponents: Does Cultural Relativism Apply to Trump Supporters in the Intermountain West?
KRAMER, O’Kara (BYU) Building Zion: Avoidance among Latter-day Saints in Political Discourse
WHITESIDES, Seth (BYU) Narrative Control: The Rise of the Alt-Right on Free Speech Platforms
COLLINS, Sarah (BYU) Hope and Oppression: The COVID-19 Vaccine and Producing Fear
PEARCE, Soren (BYU) Political Gladiators: The Violence of Modern American Politics
DISCUSSANT: THOMPSON, Greg (BYU)

(T-80) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Unions in Academia: Cultural Citizenship or Response to Volatility in Academe? (Higher Ed TiG)

CHAIRS: TAMIR, Orit and JENKINS, Kathy (NMHU)
PANELISTS: TAMIR, Orit and JENKINS, Kathy (NMHU), GILBERT, Kellen (SELU)

(T-81) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Applied Cultural Anthropology in Practice at Indeed (EPIC)

CHAIR: TAYLOR, Gigi (Indeed)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: TAYLOR, Gigi, ROMEO, Donna, and NUZZOLILLO, Paige (Indeed)

(T-92) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyons (Onsite)
An SFAA Critical Conversation
Covid’s Chronicities: Endemic Constraints in Pandemic Times, Part II

CHAIR: MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwatersrand)
SAXTON, Dvera (CSU Fresno) The Devil’s Fruit Continuum: Crises and Coping for Undocumented and Indigenous Farmworkers in a Pandemic
BURKE, Nancy (UC Merced) When Things Fall Apart...Again: Surviving the Pandemic in Havana, Cuba
SMITH-MORRIS, Carolyn (SMU), JUAREZ-LOPEZ, Bia’ni Madsa (Cultural Survival, México), TAPIA, Andrés (CONFENIAE, Ecuador), and SHAHIM, Bheshta (SMU) Data Politics, Sharing Knowledge, and Indigenous Health during COVID
HOWARD, Heather (MI State U & U Toronto) Pandemic Colonialism, Chronicity, and Indigeneity: How the Future Might Unfold
DISCUSSANTS: GARTH, Hanna (Princeton U), HARDY, Lisa (NAU)

(T-94) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Snippets of Utah Life through Anthropology and Ethnography, Part II

CHAIR: KNOWLTON, David (UVU)
TECUN, Arcia (U Auckland) Storying Transformation in Diaspora Paradigms: Lessons from the Vā-Borderlands of Hip Hop and Kava Culture
PALMER, Jason (UCI) Peruvians Acquiring Family, Settlers Acquiring Peruanidad: Kin-Making in Peruvian Utah
NELSON, Matthew (U Arizona Coll of Med) “I did it for [shi]masani”: Community and Patient Accounts Regarding the Success of Vaccine Uptake On and Around the Navajo Nation during the COVID19 Pandemic

(T-110) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
Restorying Heritage Landscapes

CHAIR: HOYT, Kaleigh (USF)
PANELISTS: HEMPHILL-HODGES, Meya, HOYT, Kaleigh, GANTZERT, Jessica, and PENDYGRAFT, John (USF)

(T-111) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
Pep up Your PowerPoint with Infographics! (Workshop, Fee $)

ORGANIZERS: CHIN, Elizabeth and JIANG, Nanyi (ArtCenter Coll of Design)

(T-112) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
Gender, Violence, and World-Making

CHAIRS: BISHARA, Amahl and LUNA, Sarah (Tufts U)
LUNA, Sarah (Tufts U) Lesbianas en Lucha, Pucha a Pucha: Counter-sexuality and World-making in Mexico City Queer Activist Spaces
MORA, Mariana (CIESAS) Engendering Anti-Racist and Inter-Episteme Practices of Justice and Healing in Guerrero, Mexico
BOLIVAR, Andrea (U Michigan) Trans Latina Fantasías and Life beyond Death
IHMOUD, Sarah (Holy Cross Coll) Love Is Our Method for Liberation: Feminist Praxis and Occupied Palestine
TUESDAY 6:00-7:30
Bryce (Onsite)
Opening Reception

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23

WEDNESDAY 9:00-1:00
Executive Boardroom (Onsite)
SfAA Board Meeting

(W-04) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Deer Valley (Onsite)
For the Love of Anthropology, Part I
CHAIRS: GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound) and CASTANEDA, Heide (USF)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound), CASTANEDA, Heide (USF), KOCAMANER, Hikmet (UNCW), DEAN, Erin (New Coll-FL), ALEXANDER, William (UNCW), FRIEDERIC, Karin (WFU)

(W-05) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Sundance (Onsite)
Global Health and Gender Issues
CHAIR: CLIFFORD-NAPOLEONE, Amber (UCMO)
CLIFFORD-NAPOLEONE, Amber (UCMO) Hospice Chaplains and LGBTQIA+ Clients: A Midwestern Case Study
GORDLEY-SMITH, Ava, HACKETT, Paul M.W., VOGEL, Alexandra, and GONZALEZ, Maria (Emerson Coll) The Unique and Underserved Sexual and Reproductive Health Needs of Individuals from the LGBTQ+ Community
SUBEDI, Sangeeta (Boston U) Reimagining Kinship: Explorations of QTPOC Family and Reproductive Health
HALE, Corinne and WARD, Kelly (UW-Madison) Patient Perspectives on Care and Safety during Self-Managed Abortion
BABCOCK, Lydia (U Memphis) “The Clinic to Prison Pipeline”: Policing Sex Work & HIV and Reproducing Poverty

(W-06) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Solitude (Onsite)
Archaeology as Applied Anthropology, Part I
CHAIR: ALLISON, James (BYU)
ALLISON, James (BYU) Thoughts on Archaeology as Applied Anthropology
BEGAY, Richard (Navajo Nation) The Anthropological Middleperson: Collecting Ethnographic Information to Inform Policy and Positions on the Navajo Nation
RYAN, Susan and PERRY, Elizabeth (Crow Canyon Archaeological Ctr) Archaeology as Applied Anthropology at the Crow Canyon Archaeological Center
VARIEN, Mark (Rsch Inst Crow Canyon Archaeological Ctr), KUWANWISIWMA, Leigh (Pueblo of Hopi), KOYIYUMPTEGA, Stewart (Hopi Cultural Preservation Office), ERMIGIOTTI, Paul and COFFEY, Grant (Crow Canyon Archaeological Ctr) Pueblo Farming Project: Research, Education, and Native American Collaboration

(W-07) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Teaching, Researching, and Doing Public Service In and Around the Garden and the Kitchen
CHAIRS: MCCLUSKY, Laura and OLSON, Ernie (Wells Coll)
Open Discussion

(W-08) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Snowbird (Onsite)
CHAIRS: MAGARGAL, Kate, POST, Emily, and YAGÜE, Blanca (U Utah)
MAGARGAL, Kate (U Utah), YELLOWMAN, Johan (Utah Diné Bikéyah), CHEE, Shaniah, WABEL, Molly, MACFARLAN, Shane, and CODDING, Brian F. (U Utah) Political Ecology of Energy Sovereignty on Navajo Nation
KRAFT, Thomas (U Utah), SEABRIGHT, Edmond (UNM), ALAMI, Sarah (UCSB), HOOPER, Paul (Chapman U), BEHEIM, Bret (Max Planck Inst for Evolutionary Anth), DAVIS, Helen (Harvard U), CUMMINGS, Daniel (UNM), RODRIGUEZ, Daniel Eid (U Mayor de San Simon, Bolivia), GUTIERREZ CAYUBA, Maguin (Tsimane Gran Consejo, Bolivia), TRUMBLE, Benjamin (ASU), STIEGLITZ, Jonathan (Inst for Advanced Study-Toulouse), KAPLAN, Hillard (Chapman U), and GURVEN, Michael (UCSB) The Dynamics of Infectious Disease Transmission in Small-Scale, Transitioning Populations
MACFARLAN, Shane and DAVIS, Connor (U Utah) Birth Seasonality, Neonate Health, and Climate Change
POST, Emily (U Utah) Social Support Network Structure under Variable Risk Types

(W-09) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Brighton (Onsite)
Face and Construct Validation of a Tool for Measuring Immigrant & Refugee Integration: A Mixed-Methods Study (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: FOLSOM, Jenessa (U Utah)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: FROST, Caren, GREN, Lisa, and BENSON, Scott (U Utah)

(W-10) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Alta (Onsite)
Youth, Disasters, and Uncertainty (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: SCHERBINSKE, Shanna (U Washington)
SCHERBINSKE, Shanna (U Washington) “I’d like to challenge you to think about equity”: Disaster Preparedness Work with Youth
RIVERA-GONZALEZ, Joyce (U Notre Dame) The Crisis Generation: Everyday Precarity and Uncertain Futures in Puerto Rico
HART, Maggie and HAGAMAN, Ashley (Yale U SPH), WORKMAN, Cassandra (UNCG), PEARSON, Amber (Michigan State U), ROSINGER, Asher (Penn State U), BREWIS SLADE, Alexandra, and WUTICH, Amber (ASU) Intrahousehold Water Responsibility and Psychological Distress across 22 Low- and Middle-Income Countries: The Contextual Roles of Gender, Age, and Insecurity

(W-11) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Emigration (Onsite)
The Power of Networks (SAS)

CHAIR: LYON, Stephen (AKU-Int’l)
CARSON, Sarah (U Penn) The New Girls’ Clubs: Candidate Training Programs and the Women Changing the Face of U.S. Politics
KNISELY, Denise (NKU) The Creation of Knowledge Networks for Adjunct Faculty
LYON, Stephen, TAN, Jeff, and GRIESER, Anna Catherine (AKU-Int’l) Social Connections and Community Based Management Schemes in Northern Pakistan

(W-13) WEDNESDAY 9:00-12:00
Millcreek (Onsite)
Cool Anthropology: How to Engage the Public with Academic Research (Workshop, Fee $)

ORGANIZER: BAINES, Kristina (CUNY Guttman & Cool Anthropology)

(W-17) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Wasatch (Onsite)
Navigating Academia during the COVID-19 Pandemic (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: DEUBEL, Tara F. (USF)
DEUBEL, Tara F. and DAVIS-SALAZAR, Karla (USF) Stretched to the Limit: Experiences of Mothers Navigating Academic Careers during the Pandemic and Beyond
LONG, Rex (TX State U) and GRIFFARD, Megan Kathryn Rauch (UNCCH) First-Generation College Students and COVID-19: Impacts to Health and Learning
MORRISON, Lynn, SORENSON, Amanda, and YOSHIMURA, Kailee (UHH) Students of Hawaii Transforming Possibilities: Learning and Living during COVID-19
REPASKY, Emily (TX State U) College (Un)Affordability during COVID-19: TXST Students’ Experiences Paying for Higher Education

(W-18) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
**Writing Life: Ethnographic Engagements with Documentary Practices in Institutions**

CHAIRS: ANSARI, David (WUSTL) and GIBSON, Katie (U Chicago)
GIBSON, Katherine (U Chicago) Making Incidents Unusual: Regulating Crisis in Child Welfare
PRIOR, Anna (U Chicago) Documentary Reality of Psychosocial Immigration Reports: Constituting Forensic Experts and Figuring “Good Victims”
ANSARI, David (WUSTL) Scribing Practices and Technologies: Developing Responsibility for Institutional Memories in Transcultural Therapy in France
DRYBREAD, Kristen (U Colorado) Elementary School Disciplinary Records in the Construction of the School-to-Prison Pipeline

(W-19) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
**Beyond Pandemic Politics: Rural Western Health Dynamics in Trying Times**

CHAIRS: WANG, Hannah and HICKMAN, Jacob (BYU)
WANG, Hannah (BYU) “You Aren’t Even From Here:” Resistance to “Outsiders” and Pandemic Public Health in a Rural Western Town
SOWARDS TAYLOR, Sarah (BYU) Collaborative Awareness and Collective Action: New Perspectives on Rural Health Resources and Policy
SMITH, Sonja (BYU) Behavioral Health in Trying Times: Competing Demands and Complicating Factors
HARRISON, Sierra (BYU) Unity in a Community: Collective Mourning and Textures of Difference in Rural Health Policy and Practice
DISCUSSANT: HICKMAN, Jacob (BYU)

(W-20) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online only)
**From Anthropology to UX Research: How, What, and Why? (EPIC)**

CHAIR: PITCHON, Ana (Facebook)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: PITCHON, Ana, HALE, Katie, and AYALA, Armando (Facebook), PODJED, Dan (ZRC SAZU)

(W-21) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online only)
**Unmet Needs in U.S. Cultural Anthropology Methods Training & Cultural Anthropology Methods Program (CAMP) Model**

CHAIRS: BERESFORD, Melissa (SJSU) and WUTICH, Amber (ASU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CRUZ Y CELIS, Patricio (UC Davis), BINGHAM THOMAS, Elizabeth (SMU), HARPER, Krista (UMass Amherst), BROWN, Shan-Estelle (Rollins Coll), RUTH, Alissa (ADU), MANTZ, Jeffrey (NSF)

(W-22) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online only)
**Anthropological Collaborations: Transforming Anthropology through Community Engagement**

CHAIR: RODRIGUEZ, Monica (Ferris State U)
GUY-LEE, Angela (Delta Coll) Teaching While Black: Creating a Course about Race for Police Academy Recruits
RODRIGUEZ, Monica and NICHOLS-WHITEHEAD, Penney (Ferris State U) Deaf; Hearing, and Hard of Hearing Collaborations: Introducing American Sign Language Classes at a University
HERNANDEZ, Ester (CSULA) Community Engaged Practice through Spanish Language Community Radio
VAN NUIL, Jennifer, NGUYEN LE, My Thao, NGUYEN, Giang Quoc, and CHAMBERS, Mary (Oxford U Clinical Rsch Unit-Vietnam). COOKE, Graham S. (Division of Infectious Diseases, Imperial Coll-London) Participatory Methods to Explore Community-Defined Problems and Solutions for Underserved Populations at Risk for Hepatitis C in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
BROWN, Loyce (Ferris State U) Making the Invisible Visible: The Higher Education Equity Imperative

WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Little Cottonwood (Onsite)
Business TIG Meeting

(W-31) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Bryce (Onsite)
The Possibilities and Challenges of Anthropological Perspectives in Multidisciplinary Health Research

CHAIR: RATTRAY, Nick (VA & IUPUI)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: ABRAHAM, Traci (VA & UAMS), ARMIN, Julie (U Arizona), MCCULLOUGH, Megan (VA & UMass), PENNEY, Lauren (VA & UTHSCSA), RATTRAY, Nick (VA & IUPUI)

(W-34) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Deer Valley (Onsite)
For the Love of Anthropology, Part II

CHAIRS: GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound) and CASTANEDA, Heide (USF)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound), CASTANEDA, Heide (USF), REINEKE, Robin (U Arizona SWC), BURKE, Brian (Appalachian State U), DAUGHTERS, Anton (Truman State U), ISIK, Damla (Regis U), HIGGINS, Rylan (Saint Mary’s U)

(W-35) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Sundance (Onsite)
Video

SALCIDO, Ulysses (CSULA) and HE, Shirley Yumeng (Director) Échale Ganas: The Villa’s Tacos Story

(W-36) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Solitude (Onsite)
Archaeology as Applied Anthropology, Part II

CHAIR: ALLISON, James (BYU)
MARTIN, Rena (Dinetahdoo Cultural Resources Mgmt) Bears Ears National Monument: Collaboration, Consultation, and Trust
WINTCH, Kenny (Friends of Cedar Mesa) Archaeology in Support of Landscape Advocacy: The Campaign for Conservation of the “Lands Between” of Southeastern Utah
REED, Paul (Archaeology Southwest) Protecting the Endangered Cultural Landscape Surrounding Chaco Canyon, New Mexico
PYKLES, Benjamin (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) Applied Archaeology at Historic Sites of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
MERRITT, Chris (Utah State Historic Preservation Office) and SHEEHAN, Michael (Bureau of Land Mgmt) Terrace, Utah, Population Zero

(W-38) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Snowbird (Onsite)

CHAIRS: MAGARGAL, Kate, POST, Emily, and YAGÜE, Blanca (U Utah)
HILLEMANN, Friederike and READY, Elspeth (Max Planck Inst for Evolutionary Anth, Leipzig) Foraging Decisions and Harvest Success of Inuit Hunters in Arctic Canada
CODDING, Brian and MAGARGAL, Kate E. (U Utah), MANDELL, Alan (Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe), PARKER, Ashley K. (Far Western Anth Rsch Group), GOODE, Ron W. (North Fork Mono Tribe) Quantifying the Impacts of Drought and Fire on Enduring Traditional Resource Use in Western North America

(W-40) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Alta (Onsite)
Indigenous Knowledge in the Americas: Birds, Crops, and Ethnobotany (C&A)

CHAIR: CANNON, Carrie (Hualapai Tribe, Kiowa Tribal Member)
BELCHER, Megan and MUELLER, Natalie G. (WUSTL) Cultivating Lost Crops: Documenting the Growth Habit and Yield Potential of Goosefoot (Chenopodium berlandieri) and Erect Knotweed (Polygonum erectum) in a Common Garden Experiment
HULL, Kerry (BYU) and FERGUS, Rob (Rowan U) Birds in Agriculture and Myth among the Ch’ol Maya of Mexico
CANNON, Carrie (Hualapai Tribe, Kiowa Tribal Member) Southern Plains Ethnobotany: Bringing Back the Old with the Young

(W-41) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Emigration (Onsite)
Consensus Analysis and Cultural Model Theory: An Evolving Relationship (SAS)

CHAIR: BENNARDO, Giovanni (NIU)
PANELISTS: BENNARDO, Giovanni (NIU), CHRISOMALIS, Stephen (Wayne State U), HURWICZ, Margo-Lea (U Missouri-Saint Louis), LOWE, Edward (Soka U-America), SHIMIZU, Hidetada (NIU), DE MUNCK, Victor (Vilnius U)
DISCUSSANT: WELLER, Susan (UT Med-Galveston)

(W-47) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Wasatch (Onsite)
Transformation and Change in Anthropology (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: FOSTER, Brian (U Missouri, retired)
APPELHANS, Sarah, CHEVILLE, Alan, NICKEL, Robert, THOMAS, Rebecca, THOMAS, Stewart, and THOMPSON, Michael (Bucknell U) “Convergence” Education: Teaching Interdisciplinarity in an Electrical Engineering Department
FOSTER, Brian (U Missouri, retired) Layers of Separation: Musings of a Retiree with Forty Years as Faculty and Administrator
NICHOLLS, Heidi (UW-Oshkosh) Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Transformation through Our Own Methodologies
RHUE, Steven (OSU) The World Is and Has Been Changing: So Must Our Anthropological Training
SEPIELAK, Katarzyna, YAWORSKY, William, and WLADYKA, Dawid (UTRGV) What Happens When We Don’t Learn the Native Language?
YAWORSKY, William (UTRGV) and VARBELOW, Sonja (Angelo State U) Propaganda, Education, and Anthropology amidst an Epistemological Crisis

(W-48) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
National COVID-19 Resiliency Network (NCRN) Project and Food Production Workers (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: NUNEZ-MCHIRI, Guillermina Gina (UTEP)
PANELISTS: NUNEZ-MCHIRI, Guillermina Gina, HERNANDEZ, Nora, HEYMAN, Josiah, and OROZCO, Adriana (UTEP)

(W-49) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Lived Experiences of Suburban Mothers and Pregnant Women Who Use Opioids

CHAIR: LAMONICA, Aukje (SCSU)
LAMONICA, Aukje (SCSU) and BOERI, Miriam (NJCRI) “I went there to get help for myself and it backfired on me”: Mothers and Pregnant Women Who Use Opioids and Experiences with Service Providers

FLESAKER, Michelle (Smith Coll) and LAMONICA, Aukje (SCSU) “I kind of just got through it somehow”: Exploring the Impact of Pregnancy on Substance Use in a Sample of Suburban Mothers Who Use Opioids

SHAKES, Nadesha (SCSU) Methadone Experiences in a Sample of Suburban Mothers and Pregnant Women

GODLEWSKI, Benjamin (SCSU) “She helped me get into the methadone program the following day”: Investigating the Role of Interpersonal Relationships on Access to Medication-Assisted Treatment

KHAN, Mishal and BOERI, Miriam (North Jersey Community Rsch Initiative), LAMONICA, Aukje, (SCSU) “I am so fucking terrified of getting sick”: Covid-related Barriers to Initiating MAT

(W-50) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Applying Anthropological Approaches in Academic Consumer Research (EPIC)

CHAIR: SCOTT, Rebecca (Cardiff U)
PANELISTS: SCOTT, Rebecca (Cardiff U), GAMBETTI, Rossella (U Cattolica Del Sacro Cuore)

(W-51) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Explorations of Young Adulthood, Health, and Culture (CONAA)

CHAIR: GELECH, Jan (U Saskatchewan)
PETERS, Sophie, DESJARDINS, Michel, and GELECH, Jan (U Saskatchewan) The Sexual Experiences of Young Adults with Intellectual Disability
SMITH, Anastasia, GELECH, Jan, and DESJARDINS, Michel (U Saskatchewan) The Sexual Experiences of Individuals with Acquired Brain Injury
SMITH, Brenan, GELECH, Jan, and MAZURIK, Kathrina (U Saskatchewan) Moving beyond Caricature?: Film Portrayals of Young-Adult and Parent Co-Residence from 2010-2020
WELLSCH, Jordan and KNUDSON, Sarah (U Saskatchewan) Voices for Change: Representations of Environmental Activists with Autism in News Media
ZETTL, Nina, GELECH, Jan, and TEUCHER, Ulrich (U Saskatchewan) Anti-Oppressive Practice and Doula Care of Pregnant Young Adults

(W-52) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Methods on the Move

CHAIR: SATTERFIELD, Terre (UBC)
PANELISTS: STEVENS, Madison, CHIGNELL, Stephen, and GAVENUS, Erika (UBC)

WEDNESDAY 12:00-5:00
Arches (Onsite)
Book Exhibit

The Exhibit includes tables displaying the most recent publications in the applied social sciences. Several press representatives will be available to discuss publishing options for authors. The Exhibit will also include craftwork (for sale) from several cooperatives.

WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Little Cottonwood (Onsite)
Risk & Disaster TIG Meeting

(W-61) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Bryce (Onsite)
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts on Health, Healing, & Care (SMA)

CHAIR: BAIM-LANCE, Abigail (VA & Icahn Sch of Med-Mt Sinai)
HUTCHINS, Francis (Bellarmine U) Social Capital against COVID: Case Studies from Ecuador
HOUNGNIHIN, Roch and GBÉGAN, Mégissè Pascal (U Abomey-Calavi), MEHTA, Kanan, SAWADOGO, Kiswensida, and MERRILL, Rebecca (CDC) Role of Traditional Healers in Benin to Provide Medical Services during the COVID-19 Pandemic

BAIM-LANCE, Abigail (VA & Icahn Sch of Med-Mt Sinai), GORDON, Peter and YIN, Michael T. (Columbia U Med), NAGARAJA, Aarathi (Sun River Healthcare), KERR, Christine (Galileo Hlth), SCHENKEL, Rachel (Emory U Med Ctr), ANGULO, Matthew (NYC Health + Hospitals), CANTOS, Anyelina M. (Columbia U Med), VILLARREAL, Jason G. (NY Presbyterian Hosp), ZOLFAGHARI, Victoria L. (CHDI Fdn), LEKAS, Helen-Maria (Nathan Kline Inst for Psychiatric Rsch & NYU Grossman Sch of Med), and CHIASSON, Mary Ann (Columbia U Med) COVID-19 Pandemic Health Narratives in Older Persons Living with HIV

(W-64) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Pacific Northwest Plant Stewardship (SoE)

CHAIR: ANDERSON, E.N. (UCR)
ANDERSON, E.N. (UCR) and PIEROTTI, Raymond (U Kansas) The Land that Raven Made: Myth and Management: How Traditional Stories Teach Resource Conservation in Northwest Coast Societies

MAIN JOHNSON, Leslie (Athabasca U), ARMSTRONG, Chelsey (SFU), LIU, Hsiao-Lei (Smithsonian Inst, Nat’l Museum of Natural History), LOISELLE, Hope (U Washington), and KISTLER, Logan (Smithsonian Inst, Nat’l Museum of Natural History) Exploring the Relationship of Pacific Crabapple (Malus Fusca) and Indigenous Peoples on the Northwest Coast of North America through Phytogeography, Ecology, Ethnography, and Population Genomics

MAURICE-HAMMOND, Isabelle (UVic) Estuary Root Gardens of the Northwest Coast: Roots, Soil, and Planning for the Future

(W-65) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Sundance (Onsite)
Videos

CAMPBELL, Brian (Berry Coll) Sowing Reconciliation: A Southern Farmer’s Journey to Make Amends for Her Family’s Slaveholding Past

HILTON, Caroline, ROBINSON, Malia N., and HICKMAN, Jacob (BYU) Sovereignty, Identity, and Performance: Unearthing Irish Identity in Contemporary Jamaica

(W-66) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Solitude (Onsite)
Perturbations, Adaptations, and COVID: Fishers’ Strategies for Creating Stability in Times of Crises, Part I (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: STOFFLE, Brent (NOAA/SEFSC)

HOFFMAN, David (MS State U) There Are No More Tourists: Artisanal Fishing as a Survival Strategy during the COVID-19 Pandemic in Quintana Roo, Mexico

HOLEN, Davin (UAF), HOWE, E. Lance, BERRY, Kevin, and HENNIGHAUSEN, Hannah (UAA), CHI, Guangqing and SMITH, Morrison (PSU) Fishing in the Time of COVID: Assessing Risk and Uncertainty in the Bristol Bay Commercial Salmon Fishery

WISE, Sarah and SZYMKOWIAK, Marysia (AFSC-NOAA), NOWLIS, Josh (IBSS) Covid-19 and Disaster Relief in Alaska Fisheries: Changing Strategies to Match Objectives

(W-67) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Collaborative Work and Research in Uncertain Times

CHAIR: SCHEA, Joshua (American U)
PANELISTS: SCHEA, Joshua, FAGAN, Anastassia, and JACOBS, Kirby (American U)

(W-68) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Snowbird (Onsite)
Mapping Archaeology: Integrated Methods to Identify Geographic Features Structuring Prehistoric Resource Use in Idaho’s Snake River Plain
CHAIR: DUDGEON, John (CAMAS ISU)
DUDGEON, John, COTA, Talissa, PASCALI, Pamela L., and PETERSON, Kateea (CAMAS ISU) What Structures Prehistoric Obsidian Use in the Snake River Plain and Its Environs?
PASCALI, Pamela L. (CAMAS ISU) Preferential Selection, Performance Criteria, and Accessibility: Patterns of Obsidian Use through Time
COTA, Talissa (CAMAS ISU) Applied GIS to Model Obsidian Distribution on the Snake River Plain
PETERSON, Kateea (CAMAS ISU) Interactive Archaeology: Representing Complex Archaeological Questions for Stakeholders and the Public

(W-69) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Brighton (Onsite)
Accompaniment and Anthropology with Im/Migrant Communities (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIRS: YARRIS, Kristin (U Oregon) and DUNCAN, Whitney (UNCO)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: YARRIS, Kristin (U Oregon), DUNCAN, Whitney (UNCO), NUÑEZ-JANES, Mariela (UNT), KLEIN, Nolan (UNT HSC), VOGT, Wendy (IUPUI), GETRICH, Christina (UMD)

(W-71) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Emigration (Onsite)
Career Transitions and Learning (Business TIG)

CHAIR: AMBROW, Jackie (Transformation Roadtrip LLC)
AMBROW, Jackie (Transformation Roadtrip LLC) Want to Transform the World by Practicing Anthropology? Hire Yourself
 MARTINEZ, Rebecca, BRILLER, Sherlyn, and STRIMEL, Greg (Purdue U) Mission Meaning Making (M3) Project: What It Means to Find Yourself and Define Yourself as a Student Innovator
 HAYES, Lauren and JUNG, Yuson (Wayne State U) Theoretical Thinking in Practicum Research Courses

(W-73) WEDNESDAY 1:30-4:30
Millcreek (Onsite)
A Career Readiness Commission Workshop: Becoming a Practicing Anthropologist: For People Seeking Non-Academic Careers (Workshop, Fee $)

ORGANIZER: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U)

(W-78) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
The Dynamism of Research, Learning, & Mentorship during Global Crises

CHAIRS: PFISTER, Anne (UNF) and CANNON, Anneliese (Westminster Coll)
ROUSSO-SCHINDLER, Steven and MUHLEMAN, Alexis (CSULB) Representing Disneyland Culture on TikTok: Reconfiguring How to Teach and Learn Ethnographic Filmmaking during a Global Pandemic
PFISTER, Anne and ENCINOSA, Maria (UNF) When the World Becomes the Classroom: Studying Current Events of 2020 Using Structural Violence and Embodiment
MILLER, Jason (Washburn U) Supporting Research about Inclusive Teaching and Learning through Faculty Fellowship: Takeaways from a Pilot Program at a Mid-size University in Kansas
COLES-RITCHIE, Marilee and ALONDRA, Miranda (Westminster Coll) Faculty-Student Research Collaboration: Working to Improve Educational Outcomes for Secondary Multilingual Learners
CANNON, Anneliese and YOUNG, Lauren (Westminster Coll) Reconceptualizing Shifts in Language Learning and Motherhood among Immigrant and Refugee Women Learning English

(W-79) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
The Watershed in Anthropological Research and Practice

CHAIRS: TROMBLEY, Jeremy (U Oregon) and WILFONG, Matthew (UMD)
TROMBLEY, Jeremy (U Oregon) Temporalities of Adaptation: Climate Change and Glacier Watersheds in the Cascades Region of North America
WILFONG, Matthew, PAOLISSO, Michael, PATRA, Debasmita, PAVAO-ZUCKERMAN, Mitchell, and LEISNHAM, Paul (UMD) Shifting Paradigms in Stormwater Management: Foucauldian Biopower and Emerging Stormwater Hydrocitizens
GUTIERREZ, Grant (Dartmouth Coll) Storytelling the Watershed
PALADINO, Stephanie (MeroLek Rsch) and FRIEDMAN, Jack R. (U Oklahoma) Conceptualizing the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Basin
WEST, Colin (UNC CH) Assessing Land Degradation and Rehabilitation at the Scale of Catchments: Case Study from Burkina Faso

(W-80) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Transforming Higher Education: Personal Stories of Resilience and Healing Leading to Best Practices within Academic Work Settings for Nurse Educators of Color (CONAA)

CHAIR: KENDRICK, Lorna (Samuel Merritt U)
PANELISTS: CAMPBELL, Shelitha (Samuel Merritt U), JALIL-GUTIERREZ, Sylvia (CCSU), JOHNSON, Shelley (FL Agricultural & Mechanical U), STACY, Cynthia and WARD-SULLIVAN, Carmen (Samuel Merritt U)

(W-81) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Transforming Ethnographic Data to Address Health Inequities: Collaborative Methods and Practice, Part I (NAPA)

CHAIR: SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR)
LEE, Juliet, ABDELHALIM, Gamila, SALAM, Lina, and INOUE-TERRIS, Vera (PIRE-CA) Rapid Assessment of Tobacco Risks for Underserved Arab Americans in Northern California
BRAULT, Marie (UTHSC SPH), MAITRA, Shubhada (Tata Inst of Social Sci), and JAGTAP, Vaishali (Independent) Multi-Level Determinants Associated with Adolescent Girls’ Physical and Emotional Well-Being in Low-Income Communities in India
SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR) Urban Youth “Party Culture” as Cultural Resource for Substance Use Prevention
SCHENSUL, Stephen L. (UCHC) A Methodology for Transforming Ethnography into Health Action

(W-82) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Applying Anthropology in Education: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Undergraduate STEM Majors (NAPA)

CHAIR: PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc Inc)
PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc Inc) and CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca (UConn) The Impact of Social Capital on Women and Underrepresented Minority Engineering Undergraduates’ Success
COOKE, Hannah and CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca (UConn), PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc) The Influence of Professional Engineering Organizations on Women and Underrepresented Minority Students’ Fit
CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca (UConn) and PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc) Sexual and Gender Minority Undergraduates’ Relationships and Strategies for Managing Fit in STEM
COOKE, Hannah and CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca (UConn), PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc) “Now I’m not afraid”: The Influence of Identity-Focused STEM Professional Organizations on the Persistence of Sexual and Gender Minority Undergraduates in STEM
MARCETTE, Jana (MSU Billings), PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc), and CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca (UConn) Increasing Networking Opportunities and Cross-Discipline Research in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Biology Education

(W-91) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Bryce (Onsite)
Ethnographies of Care (SMA)

CHAIR: TRIBBLE, Anna Grace (MS State U)
TRIANA, Camilla (USU) Moringa Oleifera: Never Heard of It? Traditional among Latinos, and a Look at How Medical Providers Can Bridge the Cultural Gap
BURACK, Sarah and BUNKLEY, Emma (WUSTL Sch of Med), ASANTE, Comfort (Copperbelt Sch of Med & Ndola Teaching Hosp-Zambia), HUNLETH, Jean (WUSTL Sch of Med) Beyond the Dyad and Triad: Expanding Models of Support in a Pediatric Hospital in Low-Resource Settings

TAUSINGA, Telisha (U Utah Sch of Med) Dilators over Dildos?: Sexual Subjectivity and Objectivity among Mormon Women

TRIBBLE, Anna Grace (MS State U) Understanding the Impact of Economic Sanctions and Food Aid on Iraqi Kurdish Population Health

PAREDES, Daisy (UTSA) Spaces for Care: Social Infrastructure for Mental Health Care on University Campuses

(W-94) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Changing Relationships with Plants through Time (SoE)

CHAIR: STEPP, Rick (UFL)
GRAHAM, Anna (UNC) Searching for Choupichoul: Native Seed Cultivation by Natchez Indian Communities (AD 1200-AD 1730)
PURCELL, Gabrielle (UNC) Cherokee Agriculture and Gadugi: Cooperation and Resilience during European Colonization
ROARK, Sierra (UNC) Plants, Power, and the Pursuit of Well-Being: African American Herbal Medicine in the American South
STEPP, Rick (UFL) The Slowly Boiling Frog Problem in Ethnobiology
VYAS, Suhas J. (Bhakta Kavi Narsinh Mehta U) Potential of Some Important and Rare Medicinal Plants from Girnar Region of Gujarat for Ethnomedicinal Use

(W-95) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Sundance (Onsite)
Gender Discrimination: Intersections of Identity, Social Change, and Hidden Structures of Violence (GBV TIG)

CHAIR: WIRTZ, Elizabeth (VA)
ADELMAN, Madelaine, AKAPNITIS, Isaac, and JENKINS, Trey (ASU) Transgender Youth, Sports, and Self-Advocacy: A Multi-Method, Community-Based Action Project
BUSHMAN, Lindsey (USU) Gender Based Harassment in the Gaming World
DELVA, Rachele (FIU) Haitian Women Speak: Leadership in International Humanitarian NGOs
KELLY, Patty (Haverford Coll) Silencing, Sexism, and Summer Camp: Mothers, Divorce Professionals, and “Family Reunification” in the United States
OUESLATI-PORTER, Claire (U Miami) Reflections on the Not-So Hidden Curriculum of Body Discipline: An Intersectional Analysis of College Undergraduates’ Experiences of Their Secondary Schools’ Uniform Policies
KIS, Adam (Burman U), PAGE, Spencer (Dept of Nat’l Defence, Canada), and VITAL JIMÉNEZ, Elisa (U Ottawa) Tackling the Triad of Trouble: Addressing the Complexity of Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting and Associated Factors in Maasai Communities of Southern Kenya

(W-96) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Solitude (Onsite)
Perturbations, Adaptations, and COVID: Fishers’ Strategies for Creating Stability in Times of Crises, Part II (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: STOFFLE, Brent (NOAA/SEFSC)
GLAZIER, Edward and MCPHERSON, Matthew (NOAA) First-Year COVID-19 Impacts on East Coast and Gulf of Mexico Fishing Operations: Results from a Large-Scale Survey Implemented by NOAA Fisheries
STOFFLE, Brent (NOAA/SEFSC) Two Storms and a Virus: The Way Crises Affect Fishers’ Behavior in the USVI
SEARA, Tarsila (U New Haven), POLLNAC, Richard (URI), and JAKUBOWSKI, Karin (U New Haven) Hurricanes, Pandemics, and Factors Influencing Recovery in the US Virgin Islands
SHOFFLER, Sarah M. (NOAA Fisheries SFSC) COVID-19 Fish Market Pivots: Philanthropic Efforts and a California Case Study

(W-97) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Bidet #2 (EPIC)
(W-98) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Snowbird (Onsite)
Anthropology Engaging Environmental Justice (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: VAN DOLAH, Elizabeth (Nature Conservancy MD/DC)
VIDMAR, Abby (USF), AWAD, Nora (Wheaton Coll), ZHENG, Madeleine (ASU), and WELLS, E. Christian (USF)
Water and Sanitation Insecurity in an Urban Disadvantaged Unincorporated Community in Tampa, Florida
VAN DOLAH, Elizabeth (Nature Conservancy MD/DC) Revolutionizing Equity and Justice in Environmental Conservation: A Call for Anthropologists in the Age of Racial Reckoning
TURNER, Christopher Lindsay (NMAI) “The Most Polluted Lake in America”: Negotiating Controversy, Haudenosaunee Traditional Narratives, and the Interpretation of Environmental Justice at the National Museum of the American Indian, Case Studies from the NMAI
DEMARCO, Angelina, HARDENBROOK, Rebecca, and ROSE, Jeff (U Utah) Political Drivers of Individuals Experiencing Homelessness to Urban Waterways in Salt Lake City

(99) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Brighton (Onsite)
Global Political Conflicts with Indigenous Rights

CHAIR: ACOSTA-MUNOZ, Felipe (UFL)
ACOSTA-MUNOZ, Felipe (UFL) U Paajtalo ‘obil T’aan uti’al Máaya ti’ Yucatán: Linguistic Human Rights Theory within the Context of Mexican Ley General de Derechos Lingüísticos de los Pueblos Indígenas (LGDLPI) and the Narratives of Bilingual Maya-speaking Professionals in Yucatan
ANDERSON, E.N. and ANDERSON, Barbara (UCR) Strategies to Prevent Resurgent Genocide

(W-100) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Alta (Onsite)
Environmental Crises, Changing Landscapes (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: FELIMA, Crystal (UKY)
FAHEY, Fionna and NEILL, Dawn (CPSU SLO) Domesticity, Science, and Technology: Producing the American Foodscape
FELIMA, Crystal (UKY) Climate and Disaster Migration: A Discussion of Haiti and Ecological Concerns in Latin American and the Caribbean
FORUZAN, Sahar (UCR) Discourses of Accountability and Capability: Possibilities of Environmental Governance
MILLER HESED, Christine and YOCUM, Heather (UC Boulder) Help Wanted: Social Science to Support Climate Adaptation in the Great Plains

(W-101) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Emigration (Onsite)
Managing and Negotiating Change in Organizations (Business TIG)

CHAIR: BUTTS, Steve (U Plymouth)
GETTYS, Richard (BYU) Theory’ Is a Four Letter Word: Disconnects between Executives and Management Scholars
COPPLE, Ethan (OR State U) Infrastructures and Catholicism: Understanding Influences on Organizational Change and Stability
HENDRICKS, Shelli (Fielding Grad U) Meaning Making in Crisis: How Executives Reflect on Leadership Experiences during the Covid-19 Pandemic
BUTTS, Steve (U Plymouth) Morphing Convoluted Mess into Success at Plymouth Business School

(W-107) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Wasatch (Onsite)
The Transformative Potential of Teaching the Commons (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: FLY, Jessie (Eckerd Coll) and HAM, Jessica (Oxford Coll)
FLY, Jessie (Eckerd Coll) Communal Class Points: Reimagining Relationships with a Valuable Resource
HAM, Jessica (Emory U) Commoning on Campus
HAENDELER, Jens and HMIADT, Omar (Al-Quds Bard Coll) Al-masha: Translating the Palestinian “Commons” as a Transformative Political Practice

(W-108) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
SfAA Racial Justice Task Force Roundtable and Listening Session
CHAIR: KHANNA, Sunil (OR State U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BAILEY, Eric (ECU), GONZÁLEZ, Melinda (Rutgers U), GONZALEZ BAUTISTA, Noémie (CÉRA-U Laval), PAUL-WARD, Amy (FIU), REISINGER, Heather Schacht (U Iowa Carver Coll of Med & VA), RIVERA-GONZALEZ, Joyce (U Notre Dame)

(W-109) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Excellence in Political Ecology: The Eric Wolf Award (PESO)
CHAIRS: HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP) and MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)
INTRODUCTION: HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP)
SANTOS ROCHA DA SILVA, Marcelo (UC Merced) and CORREIA, Joel (UFL) A Political Ecology of Jurisdictional REDD+: Investigating Social-Environmentalism, Climate Change Mitigation, and Environmental (In)Justice in the Brazilian Amazon
DISCUSSANT: MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)

(W-110) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
Challenges and Innovations in Collaborative Research in the Community (CONAA)
CHAIR: MATTHEWS, Elise (U Regina)
PANELISTS: MATTHEWS, Elise and COOPER, Elizabeth (U Regina), GELECH, Jan (U Saskatchewan), PUPLAMPU, Vivian (U Regina), GUTIERREZ SISNEROS, Ana Malinalli X (NNMC)

(W-111) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
Transforming Ethnographic Data to Address Health Inequities: Collaborative Methods and Practice, Part II (NAPA)
CHAIR: SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR)
LEE, Juliet, ABDELHALIM, Gamila, SALAM, Lina, and INOUE-TERRIS, Vera (PIRE-CA) Commit to Quit: Community-partnered Tobacco Prevention and Cessation for Arab American Women
BRAULT, Marie (UTHSC SPH), MAITRA, Shubhada (Tata Inst of Social Sci), and JAGTAP, Vaishali (Independent) Adapting and Implementing Culturally-Salient Youth-Centered Programming for Adolescent Girls in Low-Income Communities in India
SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR) A Culturally Based Collaborative Intervention to Prevent Initiation of Substance Use with Urban Youth

(W-112) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
Room at the Table: Engaging Communities to Enhance Veteran Community Reintegration Research (ENCORE)
CHAIRS: HAHM, Bridget and BESTERMAN-DAHAN, Karen (James A. Haley Veterans Hosp)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HAHM, Bridget, BESTERMAN-DAHAN, Karen, and LIND, Jason (James A. Haley Veterans Hosp)

(W-122) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Canyons (Livestreamed from SLC)
Retrospective of Challenges and Impacts of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
J. Anthony Paredes Memorial Plenary
Reception to Follow

CHAIR: MONTEITH, Daniel (U Alaska SE)
HAVEN, Forest (U Alaska SE) “Subsistence is their word, not ours”: ANCSA, ANILCA, and the Settler Colonial Grammar of Subsistence in Alaska
BROWN, Jennifer (U Alaska SE) From Corporation to Community: Tribal Legibility after the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
SCHULTE, Priscilla (UAS) Alaska Native Youth in Southeast Alaska: Still Learning from the Elders
MONTEITH, Daniel (U Alaska SE) ANCSA and the Challenges and Successes in Southeast Alaska

WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:15
Wasatch (Onsite)
Higher Ed TIG Board Meeting

WEDNESDAY 6:30-7:30
Solitude (Onsite)
SoE Welcome Reception

WEDNESDAY 7:30-9:30
Bryce (Onsite)
Welcome Reception
Sponsored by the J. Anthony Paredes Memorial Committee

This social celebrates the opening of the 82nd Annual Meeting, and is one of the high points of the meeting. SfAA President Michael Paolisso will preside and introduce prominent guests. Hors d’oeuvres will be served and beverages may be purchased.

THURSDAY, MARCH 24

THURSDAY 9:00-5:00
Arches (Onsite)
Book Exhibit

THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Little Cottonwood (Onsite)
PESO Business Meeting

(TH-01) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Bryce (Onsite)
Transforming Landscapes of Advocacy: Strategies and Participant Perspectives on Low Barrier, Peer-Facilitated Harm Reduction to Support People Who Use Drugs (SMA)

CHAIRS: WINSTEAD, Teresa and WINSTEAD, Candace (Saint Martin’s U)
WINSTEAD, Candace (Cal Poly State U), TOMA, Kristina and PASSAGALIA, Lucy (SLO Bangers Syringe Exchange Prog) Harm Reduction Services Peer Delivery Program: Meeting Participant Needs and Amplifying Lived Experience
LAVORANDO, Maya (Cal Poly & SLO Bangers SEP), HOFFMAN, Zach and PETTY, Lois (SLO Bangers SEP) Testing and Linkage to Care for HCV at SSP: Expanding Access and Lowering Barriers for Treatment
WINSTEAD, Teresa and GRANDE, Lucinda (Saint Martin’s U) Transformative Potential of Harm-Reduction, Peer-Facilitated, Low Barrier Buprenorphine Access
OTANÉZ, Marty (UC-Denver) Visual Cultures of Harm Reduction: Opioid Users and Overdose Reversals with Narcan/Naloxone in Colorado

(TH-04) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Re-shaping the Applied Anthropology of Aging

CHAIRS: SEAMAN, Aaron (U Iowa) and BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: SEAMAN, Aaron (U Iowa), BRILLER, Sherylyn and CARRILLO, Erika (Purdue U), MARTINEZ, Iveris (CSULB), SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR)

(TH-05) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Sundance (Onsite)
Transforming Sustainable Dining in the Campus Community

CHAIR: WILLIAMS, Judith (Furman U)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: WILLIAMS, Judith, MCPHERSON, Ian, HABRON, Geoffrey, MORGAN, Derek, and ADAMS, Bruce (Furman U)

(TH-06) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Solitude (Onsite)
Human Relationships with Animals (SoE)

CHAIR: QUINLAN, Robert (WSU)
QUINLAN, Robert and QUINLAN, Marsha (WSU) Dogs Are Edible People?: Consumption of Dog Meat in Cross-Cultural Perspective
DEELEN, Evelien (WSU) Veterinary Medicine in Anthropological Perspective: Equine Health and Culture-Bound Syndromes

(TH-07) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
New Approaches to the Anthropology of Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: TAYLOR, Nicole (TX State U)
TAYLOR, Nicole (TX State U) and NICHTER, Mimi (U Arizona) A Filtered Life: Social Media on a College Campus
BEISWENGER, Lisa (Saint Francis U) “You Will Get Wet”: Conducting a University Waste Audit as Pedagogical Tool

(TH-08) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Snowbird (Onsite)
Changing Environments, Changing Relationships (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: BRONDO, Keri (U Memphis)
BRONDO, Keri (U Memphis), KENT, Suzanne (CO State U), TURCIOS, Josely (Bay Islands Conservation Assoc), ROBINSON, Kat (U Memphis), and NADEEM, Alveena (Independent) Transforming Vulnerability Studies: Local Knowledge and Environmental Education in the Bay Islands, Honduras
JONES, Barbara (Brookdale CC) Rebrand, Rewild, and Revalue: Dismantling “Inconvenient” Wildlife Narratives
BARRON, Cristie (SNHU) Back to Our Roots: Resurrecting Our Animistic Past to Transform Our Crumbling Future
LAMPE, Frederick (Fritz) P. (NAU) Right Religion, Rites, and Responsibilities in a Changing Climate
SKRZYPEK, Emilka (U St Andrews) The Value of a River: Mining Projects and Alternative Development Futures

(TH-09) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Brighton (Onsite)
Navigating Relationships with Technology (Business TIG)

CHAIR: MAZUR-STOMMEN, Susan (Indicia Consulting LLC)
MAZUR-STOMMEN, Susan (Indicia Consulting LLC) Characterizing Household Engagement with Personal Technology Using Ethnographic Decision Tree Models
WATSON, Elizabeth (Wayne State U) Cozy Vibes: Exploring the Meaning of Coziness in Video Game Players’ Experience
ILAHIANE, Hsain (MS State U) Smallholder Farmers and Mobile Phones in Morocco
LARKIN, Lance (Construction Engineering Rsch Lab) Driving with No Hands on the Wheel: Comparing the (Un)Acceptance of Autonomous Vehicles on Military Bases
DELCORE, Henry and RICKMAN, Aimee (CSU Fresno) Shame and Self-Regulation in Young Peoples’ Perceptions of Inappropriate Cellphone Use
Decolonization of Schools and Schooling

CHAIR: MCCUNE, Meghan (NMU)

MCCUNE, Meghan (NMU) School Districts as a Tool for Decolonization: A Case Study of Salamanca City Central School District

REDD, Elizabeth (ISU) Transforming Social Identity through Indigenous Language Learning: Reevaluating Heritage Language Learning Motivation Models to Center Indigenous Learners

ROBINSON, Kaniqua (Furman U) Politics of Memory in the Public Memorialization of the Arthur G. Dozier School for Boys

ZENGER, Josie (BYU) Remote Algebra Tutoring as a Strategy for Closing Math Deficits and Promoting Confidence in Low-Resource, First-Generation Students

Emigration (Onsite)

Armchair Anthropology 2.0 (EPIC)

CHAIR: PODJED, Dan (ZRC SAZU)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: PODJED, Dan (ZRC SAZU), KOYCHEVA, Lora (Ludwig-Maximilians-U & EASA AAN), ERIKSEN, Thomas Hylland (U Oslo), KOPEĆ, Dominika (AAN AC Digi)

Parleys (Onsite)

Linking Concepts and Tools: How Do We Engage With Stakeholders? (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: KAMAT, Vinay (UBC)

EBEL, Sarah (ISU) When Environmental and Economic Change Collide: Bottom-Up Transitions to Ecosystem-Based Management as a Form of Adaptation in Southern Chile

KAMAT, Vinay (UBC) Rethinking Marine Conservation and Human Well-being in Tanzania

MONGON, Caitlin (Eckerd Coll) A Digital Catch: The Online and In-Person Cultural Realities of Women in Shore Fishing

Humanity’s Last Stand: Confronting Global Catastrophe (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: SCHULLER, Mark (NIU & Faculte d'Ethnologie)

MODERATOR: HARRISON, Faye V. (UI Urbana-Champaign)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CORREIA, Joel (UFL), GONZALEZ BAUTISTA, Noémie (CIÉRA-U Laval), INDA, Jonathan Xavier (UIUC), ULYSSE, Gina Athena (UC- Santa Cruz)

Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)

Issues in Doctoral Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: GORUP, Meta (Ghent U) and MCDONALD, James (U Montevallo)

MCDONALD, James (U Montevallo) The Anthropology of Anthropological Professionalization: The Liminality and Alterity of Graduate Education and Its Implications

DELISLE, Takami (Independent) Towards a New Framework for “Diversity,” “Equity,” and “Inclusion”: Ethnographic Approach


GORUP, Meta (Ghent U) and LAUFER, Melissa (Alexander von Humboldt Inst for Internet & Society) When Doctoral Advisors Become Adversaries: Doctoral Student Accounts of Relationships with Advisors Gone Wrong

VOGT VEGGEBERG, Kristen (Boy Scouts of America) Working While Finishing the Doctorate: Text Analytics of a Working Graduate Student Autoethnography
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Doubling-Up in College: A Tactical Response to Student Housing Insecurity

CHAIRS: NELSON, Andrew and PHAM, Lena (UNT)
NELSON, Andrew (UNT) Introduction to “Doubling-Up in College”
PHAM, Lena (UNT) Deciding to Double-Up: The Social and Economic Rationales of Housing Insecure College Students
WORKINGS, Bryce (UNT) Student Conceptions of Doubling-up: A Long-term Solution to Housing Insecurity?
DAVIDSON, Noah (UNT) Health Implications of Doubled-Up Housing

(TH-20) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online Only)
What the Water Tells Us: Hurricanes, Floods, and Water Contamination across the U.S. (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: GONZÁLEZ, Melinda (Rutgers U) and MARINO, Elizabeth (OSU Cascades)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: GONZÁLEZ, Melinda (Rutgers U), MARINO, Elizabeth (OSU Cascades), JONES, G. Maris (UPenn), JEROLLEMAN, Alessandra (Jacksonville State U)

(TH-21) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
(Online Only)
Transforming Possibilities in Health Social Science and Nursing During and After SARS-CoV-2 (CONAA)

CHAIR: BREDA, Karen Lucas (U Hartford)
PANELISTS: DAVID, Helena Leal, RAFAEL, Ricardo de Mattos Russo, and ACIOLI, Sonia (Rio de Janeiro State U), MABOSHE-SITALI, Mooka (Independent), GERARDI, Giselle (CUNY), BROWN, Brenda (Kennesaw State U), ZIPF, Amy (UConn)

(TH-22) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
(Online Only)
Origin Stories and Future Imaginaries: Political Afterlives of Radioactive Waste

CHAIRS: DE LA TORRE III, Pedro (John Jay Coll CUNY & NJIT) and DE PREE, Thomas (UNM HSC)
SHAIK ALI, Misria (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) Memorializing Decommissioning: A Nuclear Culture Approach to Nuclear Safety
CRAM, Shannon (UW Bothell) Exposure Scenario: On Surviving Waste’s Statistical Futures
DE PREE, Thomas (UNM HSC) and DE LA TORRE III, Pedro (John Jay Coll, CUNY) Remembering the Legacy of Uranium Mining and Facing the Hanford B-Reactor: The Politics of Memorializing Nuclear Production in the North American West
PFEIFFER, Martin (UNM) “Radioactive Fallout We Gave a Pretty Name To” : A Queered Semiotic Analysis of Trinitite
DISCUSSANT: JOHNSTON, Barbara Rose (Ctr for Political Ecology)

THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyons (Livestreamed from SLC)
SfAA Business Meeting

President Michael Paolisso will preside at the Annual Business Meeting of the Society. The agenda for the meeting includes several important items. All members are urged to attend – let your opinion be heard!

THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Little Cottonwood (Onsite)
SoE Networking Event

(TH-61) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Bryce (Onsite)
Anthropology’s Role in Health Services Research: Literature Review as a Point of Reflection

CHAIR: TABER, Peter (U Utah)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: **RUBINSTEIN, Ellen** (NDSU), **REISINGER, Heather Schacht** (U Iowa Carver Coll of Med & VA), **FARO, Elissa** (U Iowa Health Care), **SEAMAN, Aaron** (U Iowa), **FIX, Gemmae** (VA Bedford Healthcare System)

**(TH-65) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15**
Sundance (Onsite)
AMA Career Directions for Social Scientists (Business TIG)

CHAIRS: **COUNTEE, Astrid** and **GAMWELL, Adam** (Missing Link Studios)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: **COUNTEE, Astrid** and **GAMWELL, Adam** (Missing Link Studios)

**(TH-66) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15**
Solitude (Onsite)
Race and Social Justice Issues

CHAIR: **CHOWBAY, Ora** (Fielding Grad U)
**BARRETT, Ron, KLEIT, Miriam,** and **BEDNARIK, Nicole** (Macalester Coll) *Beyond the Blue: Police Perspectives on Law Enforcement Reform*
**FOLMAR, Steve** (WFU) *Rewriting Caste as Race for Legal Legibility in the United States*
**CHOWBAY, Ora** (Fielding Grad U) *The Rise in the Incarceration of African American Women in the United States*
**PAYNE-JACKSON, Arvilia** (Howard U) *Changing the Narrative, Moving toward Healing: “The U.S. Public Health Service Syphilis Study of Non-Treatment of the Negro Male” (1931-1972)*

**(TH-67) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15**
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
The Revolutionary Potential of Ethnographic Field Schools in Applying Anthropology Broadly, Part I: Faculty Experiences (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: **HAWKINS, John** (BYU)
**HAWKINS, John** (BYU) *The Ethnographic Field School as Keystone to Anthropological Education and Applied Careers*
**HICKMAN, Jacob** (BYU) *What Field Schools Do: Ethnographic Pedagogy and Its Far-Reaching Impacts on Both Basic and Applied Anthropological Practice*
**THOMPSON, Greg** (BYU) *On the Challenges and Rewards of a Mandatory Undergraduate Ethnographic Field School Requirement*
**BYBEE, Eric** (BYU) *Experiential Learning for Life: On the Personal and Career Trajectories of Field School Alumni*
**CALL, Tristan** (Spelman Coll) *Popular Education-based Field Schools as a Trampoline to Liberatory Social Movements*
**DISCUSSANT: MCDONALD, James** (U Montevallo)

**(TH-68) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15**
Snowbird (Onsite)
Transforming Conservation (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: **HAK HEPBURN, Michelle** (UBC)
**HAK HEPBURN, Michelle** (UBC) *Transforming Trees: Encouraging Reforestation in San Martin, Peru*
**MÁCHA, Přemysl** (Inst of Ethnology-Czech Academy of Sci) *Anthropology and Nature Conservation: Protecting the Hermit Beetle in the Nature Reserve Poodří, Czechia*
**WAITES, Vanessa** (U Memphis) *The Morality of Morels: The Benefits and Costs of Wild Harvesting in Parks*

**(TH-69) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15**
Brighton (Onsite)
Re-Modeling Heritage Places: Food, Faith, and Virtuality as Methodological Paradigms (Heritage & Tourism TIG)

CHAIR: **RAMIREZ, Lawrence** (UCR)
**RAMIREZ, Lawrence** (UCR) *Exhibitions and En-Twine-ing Simulacra: Using Virtual Space as Field Note Methodology*
**DUNSTAN, Adam** (Kenai Peninsula Coll) *Sense of (Sacred) Place: Latter-day Saint Religious Tourism in Western New York*
**GRONDA, Faith** (CSBSJU) *Revitalizing Native Seeds: Dream of Wild Health’s Mission to Reconnect Native Youth to Cultural Traditions through Agriculture*
SERILLI, Anna (UTSA) A Move in the Flight Direction: Using Ethnography and Photogrammetry to Understand Object Transformations at the Hill Aerospace Museum

(TH-70) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Alta (Onsite)
Experiencing and Navigating Risk (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: BECERRAVERA, Jose (Purdue U)
BECERRAVERA, Jose (Purdue U) The Political Ecology of Air Pollution: A Case Study of the Inland Empire Region of California
BEHR, Joshua and DIAZ, Rafael (VMASC ODU) COVID Risk Perceptions: How Evacuation and Sheltering Behaviors Have Changed Due to Pandemic
BENDER, Stephen (OAS, retired) Beginning “Why Not Before”: Risk Assessment of the Built Environment Before Disaster
STEINER, Robin (FIU) Feeling Risk: Training Aviators in the Emotional Dispositions of Safe Flight

(TH-71) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Emigration (Onsite)
Disability Research (SDS)

CHAIR: CLARK, Lauren (UCLA)
BUNDY, Henry (Atrium Hlth Wake Forest Baptist) Waiting Out the State: Applying for Disability in South Carolina
COTNER, Bridget, NAKASE-RICHARDSON, Risa, and O’CONNER, Danielle R. (James A. Haley Veterans Hosp) “Nobody knew what to do with him”: A Mother’s Advocacy for Her Son with Traumatic Brain Injury
LUCAS, William (USF) The Assemblage of Biocultural Well-being for People with Spinal Cord Injury
CLARK, Lauren, ERNST, Dana, and OCHS, Elinor (UCLA), SIMONSEN, Sara and KENT-MARVICK, Jacqueline (U Utah) Women with Disability Transform the Scope of a Reproductive Life
ERNST, Dana (UCEER), KENT-MARVICK, Jacqueline (U Utah), OCHS, Elinor (UCLA), SIMONSEN, Sara (U Utah), and CLARK, Lauren (UCLA) Understanding Reproductive Health and Disability through Narrative

(TH-72) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Parleys (Onsite)
Confronting Change in U.S. West Coast and Alaska Fishing Communities (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: NORMAN, Karma (NOAA NWFSC)
REEDY, Katherine (ISU) Intended Consequences: Confronting Fisheries Reform and Unrelenting Change in the Aleutians
RUSSELL, Suzanne (NOAA Fisheries) Infrastructure in Fishing Communities?: Why Don’t We Know More?
NORMAN, Karma (NOAA NWFSC) Approaches to Defining ‘Groundfish Communities’ for the U.S. West Coast

(TH-73) THURSDAY 1:30-4:30
Millcreek (Onsite)
Career Readiness Commission Workshop: Enhancing Your Anthropology Program’s Ability to Meet Practitioners’ Needs (Workshop, Fee $)

ORGANIZERS: HUSSAIN, Nazia (nzhResearch), BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC), and NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U)

(TH-76) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Big Cottonwood (Onsite)
A New Vision for SfAA Publications and Communication: Share Your Insights

CHAIR: MORRIS, Chad (Roanoke Coll)
Panelists: LYON, Sarah (UKY), TAMIR, Orit (NMHU), SIMONELLI, Jeanne (NPS), MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwatersrand), HARDY, Lisa (NAU), HOULIHAN, Quinn (Purdue U)

(TH-78) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
Leveraging the Methods and Theories of Social Science to Improve COVID-19 Vaccine Uptake (SMA Plenary)

CHAIR: BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U)
LONG, Rex (TX State U) Coordinating Cross-group Research: Lessons from the CommuniVax Coalition
SCHOW, Diana C. and CARTWRIGHT, Elizabeth (ISU) Rapid Research as Intervention: Shifting Power to Support Uptake of COVID-19 Vaccines in Rural, Southeastern Idaho Hispanic Communities
CARNES, Mary (U Memphis) “Changing the Stakes of the Conversation”: Engaging Local Knowledge for COVID-19 Vaccine Equity through Anthropology and Human-Centered Design
BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U) and SCHOC-SPANA, Monica (JHU) Having a Seat at the Decision-Making Table: How CommuniVax Informed COVID-19 Policy
PROFFIT, Tierney and GAULDIN, Eric (TX State U) The COVID-19 Pandemic’s Impact on College Students’ Vaccination Risk Perceptions and Decision-Making

(TH-79) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Doing Community-engaged and Participatory Research during a Pandemic

CHAIRS: GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia and D’ANNA, Linda (ECU)
GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia, D’ANNA, Linda, HAGGE, Kyra, ETHERIDGE, J. Randall, and SMITH, Raymond (ECU) Virtually Engineering Community Engagement: Training for Undergraduate Engineers during COVID-19
COOK, Samantha and RICHMOND, Laurie (Humboldt State U), EVOLDSEN, Jocelyn, SAYCE, Kelly, and FISHER, Rachelle (Strategic Earth Consulting), CHEN, Cheryl, BONKOSKI, Jon, and CHIN, Denise (Ecotrust), CHANG, Joice and KIA, Mikayla (Humboldt State U) The Zoom Where It Happens: Using a Virtual, Mixed-Methods Focus Group Approach to Assess Community Well-Being in Natural Resource Contexts
HINDS, Kris-An (USF) Performing Interdisciplinary Coastal Research during a Pandemic
MATHEWS, Holly F., LARSON, Kim L., and HUPP, Teresa (ECU), ESTRADA, Michelle (Wayne County Latino Council), PAZ CARPENTER, Maria (Lay Health Advisor) Retention of Latino Palliative Care Advisors in Rural North Carolina during the COVID-19 Pandemic
ZARGER, Rebecca (USF) Virtual Visioning for Strong Coasts: Multi-Sited Participatory Stakeholder Engagement during a Pandemic

(TH-80) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Working in UX: Lessons from Mid-Career Anthropologists (EPIC)

CHAIR: ARTZ, Matt (Anthro to UX & Azimuth Labs)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ARTZ, Matt (Anthro to UX & Azimuth Labs), MA, Qingyan (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Ctr), BERNIUS, Matt (Code for America), FLEMING, Rachel (Amazon Web Services)

(TH-81) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
The Role of Relationships in Effecting Social Change (SoE)

CHAIR: MORGILL, Jake (Bowen Ctr for the Study of the Family)
PANELISTS:

(TH-82) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Vaccines vs Anti Vax HRSJ Issues

CHAIRS: BAILEY, Eric (ECU) and MEDBERG, Mark (GWU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: MEDBERG, Mark (GWU), ALEXANDER, Sara (Baylor U)

THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Solitude (Onsite)
EPIC (Ethnographic Praxis in Industry Community) Wine & Cheese Social
(TH-91) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Bryce (Onsite)
Healthcare Delivery Models (SMA)

CHAIR: MORRISON, Sharon (UNCG)
MORRISON, Sharon (UNCG) Proximal Engagement: A Pattern of Praxis and an Empowering Problem-Solving Approach with Refugee and Immigrant Communities
SIL, Shreemoyee (UFL) Confronting Care: A Study of Pediatric Cancer Patients Undergoing Palliative Care in Delhi
MCCURDY, Sheryl, GALLARDO, Kathryn, STEWART, Hannah, ZOSCHKE, Niles, and WILKERSON, J.M. (UTHSC SPH) Opening Opioid Recovery Residences with Medication Assisted Treatment: Trials and Tribulations
LOGAN, Ryan (CSU Stanislaus) Unlocking the Transformative Potential of CHWs: Professional Citizenship, Collaboration, and Steps Forward

(TH-97) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
The Revolutionary Potential of Ethnographic Field Schools in Applying Anthropology Broadly, Part II: Diverse Professional Applications (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: HAWKINS, John (BYU)
MATHENY HUDDLESTON, Nicole (Elite Research LLC) Doing Ethnography: How Participating in an Undergraduate Field School Influenced My Career as a Practicing Anthropologist
SMITH, Adriana (Independent) Field School for Life: Applied Learning through Anthropology
JARDINE, Spencer (ISU Eli M. Oboler Library) Gathering Folk Narratives in La Nueva Santa Catarina Ixtahuacan: How My Anthropology Field Study Prepared Me to Become an Information-literate Librarian
EDVALSON, John (Albany Public Library) Reflections on Anthropology and Career Changes
DABB, Curtis (Independent) Reflections on Business: Exploring the Impact of an Ethnographic Field School on Business
DISCUSSANT: BOTTO, Malcom (BYU)

(TH-98) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Snowbird (Onsite)
Game On!: A Gamified Roundtable on Connections, Intersections, and Collaborations among ExtrAction & Environment, Risk & Disaster, and PESO

CHAIR: MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP), SIMONELLI, Jeanne (NPS), WILLOW, Anna (OSU), RIVERA-GONZALEZ, Joyce (U Notre Dame)

(TH-100) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Alta (Onsite)
Traditions, Adaptation, Resilience, and Revitalization (SoE)

CHAIR: THIEL, Amanda M. (WSU)
HUISH, Ryan (UVA Coll-Wise) Appalachian Agroforestry: Research and Initiatives to Preserve Biocultural Heritage and Ecosystem Health, and Diversify Economic Potentials with Native Perennial Medicinal and Food Plants
BAKER, Janelle and PIERSON, Jessica (Athabasca U), STRAND, Katie (McGill U) Life on the Farm during COVID-19 Lockdowns: Food Security in Western Canada
THIEL, Amanda M. (WSU), MEDINACELI, Armando (North American Traditional Indigenous Food Systems), and RUAN-SOTO, Felipe (Inst de Ciencias Biológicas, U de Ciencias y Artes de Chiapas) Participatory and Applied Traditional Foods Research: A Project Planning Example from Mexico

(TH-101) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Emigration (Onsite)
P.K. New Award Presentation / Wine & Cheese Social

MODERATOR: WIES, Jennifer (EKU)
THOMAS, Jordan (UCSB) Feeling the Fireline: The Social Formation of Environmental Knowledge in Wildland Firefighter Communities
PRICE, Dalton (U Oxford) Becoming Objective: An Ethnography of COVID-19 Data on the Move
LIN, Zihao (U Chicago) Access as Method: Hopes, Frictions, and Mediated Communication in a Chinese Remote Reading Group

(TH-102) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Parleys (Onsite)
COPAA: Academic and Practitioner Collaboration within Academic Departments: Insight from the COPAA Visiting Fellows Program

CHAIR: WORKMAN, Cassandra (UNCG)
PANELISTS: HÉBERT, Marc (San Francisco Human Services Agency), CATT, Wade (South River Heritage Consulting), HOUSE, Kendall (Boise State U), SPOON, Jeremy (Portland State U), WHOLEY, Heather (WCUPA), THOMSON, Steven (Office of the WA State Auditor), BINGHAM, Tara (Boise State U)

(TH-104) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Little Cottonwood (Onsite)
SAS Executive Meeting

(TH-106) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Big Cottonwood (Onsite)
Getting Published: A Panel for Practitioners, Early-Career Academics, and Students

CHAIR: ROMERO-DAZA, Nancy (USF)
PANELISTS: Himmelgreen, David (USF), HARDY, Lisa (NAU), KHANNA, Sunil (OR State U), MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwatersrand), FIX, Gemmae (VA Bedford Healthcare System)

(TH-107) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Wasatch (Onsite)

Posters

AMMONS, Samantha (UN-Omaha) Seeking Connection in COVID Times?: Little Free Library Diffusion and Origin Stories in Omaha, NE
BARONE, T. Lynne. AMMONS, Samantha K., DURAN, Adrian, and BERKE, Melissa (UN-Omaha). CULROSS, Beth A. (U Nebraska Med Ctr). HAWKINS, Daniel N., HEGDAHL, Tiffany. LANGAN, Steven. MCCAFFREY, Joseph, and MORRIS, Amy (UN-Omaha). DICKEY, Pamela L. and HORAK, Shaun (U Nebraska Med Ctr) Picturing Burnout: Drawing Elicitation in the Interprofessional Humanities and Arts Physician Assistant Education (IHAPAE) Project
*BARRON, Jennifer (TX State U) Educational, but Ethical?: The Tension within Historic Skeletal Collections
BECKETT, Amy Otley (Ball State U) Victim Advocate Dogs
BENNINK, Chloe (UFL) ‘It’s so much harder to show love with your face covered and no contact’: COVID-19’s Impact on Addiction Treatment and Recovery Communities
BOCKUS, Gillian (U Puget Sound) TTRPG: Tabletop Race-Playing Games
BRIDGEMAN, Lauren and SOZA, Danielle (U Arizona) The Co-Creation of Knowledge: Applied Archaeological Research with the Blackfeet Tribe, Montana
BROWN, Madison (ISU) Examining Environmental Privilege and the Production of Housing Scarcity in Teton Valley
COLLINS, Shalean (Tulane U), YOUNG, Sera L. (Northwestern U), WUTICH, Amber (ASU), and HWISE Research Coordination Network How Do Households Cope with Water Insecurity?: Evidence from Ten Global Sites
CRUZ, Dianne (BYU) Patient-Centered Care and a Possible Preference for Paternalism among the Mexican-American Community
DANNATT, Kylie (UCM) The Contraceptive Burden: Is There a Gender Gap in Pregnancy Prevention and Responsibility on a College Campus?
DAVIES, Katy (U Leeds) Social Determinants and Root Causes: A Critical Analysis of Discourses in Climate and Health Policy in Arctic North America
DEAN, Charlotte (U Puget Sound) A Real Class Act: The Debutante Ball and How It Maintains the Social Power of the Upper-class
DENG, Francois (USU), SNODGRASS, Jeffrey, SAGSTETTER, Seth, ZHAO, Katya Xinyi, BENDECK, Shawna, and BRANSTRATOR, Julia (CO State U), BRESEE, Nichole (USU), DEBELL, Marisa (CO State U), DOMINGUEZ, Francisco (USU), ESPINOSA, Steven and GROSSEN, Hannah (CO State U), HALL, Whitney and HILL, Jack (USU), HODGSON, Liam (CO State U), MILLER, Brighton (USU), MILLER, Noah and PERSINGER, Cori (CO State U),
SNOW, Katie and SORENSON, Erika (USU) The Avatar-Player Relationship and Well-being: The Emotional Experiences of Role-Playing Characters

DREW, Elaine, CHOQUETTE, Gina, FORSHAW, DaeLee, GILBERT, Lisa, and LIOI, Lainey (UAF) Exploring Lay and Provider Understandings of “Adequate” Prenatal Care in Interior Alaska: An Ongoing Pilot Study

EAVES, Emery, TROTTER II, Robert T., and DOERRY, Eck (NAU), KRUTHOFF, Kathryn (AZ Women’s Recovery Ctr), MARQUEZ, Bonnie, COMPTON-GORE, Kate, NEGRON, Kayla, MENSAH, David “Kofi,”

DYKMANN, Kaitlyn, and BALDWIN, Julie A. (NAU CHER) Possibilities and Constraints of Rapid Ethnographic Assessment of COVID-19 Policy for People Who Use Drugs

EVERLY, Jillian (ISU) The Effects of Globalization on Women’s Wellbeing: A Case Study in the Fishing Community of Chiloé

FOLDVARY, Alexis (U Puget Sound) Bridging the Divide: Improving Understandings between Non-English Speaking Immigrants and Practitioners through Patient-Interpreter-Practitioner Interactions

GALL, Baili (U Alabama) Food (In)Justice and Stigma: Who Is the “Ideal” Recipient of Federal Nutrition Assistance?

GOMEZ, Gina (FIU) A Woman and an Immigrant: A Health Perspective on the Existing Barriers and Adverse Outcomes for Undocumented Hispanic Women in Miami-Dade County, FL

GROTH, Taylor (USU) Changing the Marginalization of Women in Professional Sports: A Case Study on the United States Women’s National Soccer Team

HAGUE, Taylor (USU) Environmental Education and Culture

HALE, Corinne and WARD, Kelly (UW-Madison) Patient Perspectives on Care and Safety during Self-Managed Abortion

HARDENBROOK, Rebecca, DEMARCO, Angelina, and ROSE, Jeff (U Utah) Unsheltered Homelessness and Epidemic Poor Air Quality: A Narrative Political Ecology Approach to Environmental Justice

HAWLEY, Olivia (U Puget Sound) Transnational Adoption: Sociobiological Expectations of Culture

HENDRICKS, Shelli (Fielding Grad U) Meaning Making in Crisis: How Executives Reflect on Leadership Experiences during the Covid-19 Pandemic

HIGHSMITH, Allie (U Puget Sound) COVID-19 and Xenophobia: Reckoning with East Asian Identities in the United States

HULL, Rachel (Lewis-Clark State Coll) An Exploration of How Nursing Students Engage in LGBTQ+ Health Care

KALUZA, Abby (CSBSJU) Telehealth and COVID-19: Best Practices and Challenges from the Perspectives of Healthcare Workers

KAUFMAN, Sydney (UFL) Gainesville Housing and Placelessness: A Look into Gentrification

KRAMER, Kiara (U Puget Sound) Reproductive Decisions and Climate Change

LANZETTA, Shana (NAU) Stigma, Inequity, and Discrimination in NICU Care: How Trust and Betrayal Shape Mothers’ Experiences of NICU Care

LAVINDER, Georgia (U Puget Sound) COVID-19 Effects in Rural/Small Populations

LOWTHER, Emma and MATHEWS, Darcy (UVisc) Lekwungen Soil Health: Supporting Long-Term Coast Salish Environmental Stewardship

LOZANO, Susana (UTA) Transnational Implications of Consumer Behaviors and American Lawn Culture

MCCARTHY, Rory and CHAMBERLIN, Rachel (CHAMP Uniformed Services U) “Adjusting Fire”: Adapting Multidisciplinary Research with Military Communities to Virtual Space

MCCLURE, Stephanie and LOCKE, Emily (U), HSIEH, WenHung (Independent), WANG, Hui (UA), WELLS, Marile (Independent) Adherence Depends: Pandemic Precaution Observance in a Southeastern College Town

MCGINTY, Kaila, ANDREWS, Amaja, LANGHORN, Gabrielle, VIANNA MANSUR, Andressa, and NELSON, Donald R. (UGA) Evolving Environmental Social Contracts Manifest through Social Media


MORRISON, Lynn, SORENSON, Amanda, and YOSHIMURA, Kailee (UHH) Students of Hawaii Transforming Possibilities: Learning and Living during COVID-19

PATTON, Kelsie, THOMPSON, Madilynn, and KALP, Jakob (Saint Vincent Coll) The Effect Covid-19 Has on College Life: How Students Perceive, Think, and Feel towards Saint Vincent College’s Health and Safety Plan

PINA, Sashiel (UND) A Virtual Needs Assessment

PREDDY, Miranda, MURPHY, Arthur D., STEVENS MATTOCKS, Amelia, DAHDIAH, Samira, MOHAN, Sage, NGUYEN, Minh, WHITAKER, Deborah, TITLEBAUM, Kimberly, and HILL, Jennifer (Recipe for Success at UNCG) Eating Rainbows: Assessment and Evaluation of a SNAP-Ed Curriculum

RAMAKRISHNAN, Meera and HARPER, Krista (UMass Amherst) Decarbonizing Higher Ed: Student Perspectives on Equitable Campus Sustainability

REYNOLDS, Jessica, EBEL, Sarah, and BURNHAM, Morey (ISU) Integrating Knowledge Co-production in Non-profit Program Development

*ROBINSON, Kat, NADEEM, Alveena, and BRONDO, Keri (U Memphis), KENT, Suzanne (CO State U), TURCIOS, Josely (Bay Islands Conservation Assoc) Our Voices: Bridging the Gap between Conservation and Cultural Heritage
RODELL, Joslyn, VARESIO, William, and SCALAMOGNA, Angel (Saint Vincent Coll) Student Behaviors and Experience with a COVID-19 Health and Safety Plan

RODRIGUEZ, Mayte (CSBSJU) Under Pressure: Healthcare Provider Perspectives on Inequality among COVID-19 Patients in the United States

ROSS, DaNaysia (U Memphis) It Takes a Village: A Photovoice Project on Black Motherhood in Memphis, TN

RODRIGUEZ, Mayte (CSBSJU) Under Pressure: Healthcare Provider Perspectives on Inequality among COVID-19 Patients in the United States

SAUNDERS, Michael (U New Orleans & Nicholls State U), LAFLEUR, Gary (Nicholls State U), REUTHER, Dustin (Tulane U), CALLAWAY, Don (Independent), LUTON, Harry, CHALKY, Sindey, and PRIMO, John (BOEM), WALTON, Shana (Nicholls State U) Rising Tides and Digital Curation: Streamlining Access to Gulf Coast Research

SANCHEZ, George (UC Denver) Revitalizing Lesbian Bars

SAUNDERS, Michael (U New Orleans & Nicholls State U), LAFLEUR, Gary (Nicholls State U), REUTHER, Dustin (Tulane U), CALLAWAY, Don (Independent), LUTON, Harry, CHALKY, Sindey, and PRIMO, John (BOEM), WALTON, Shana (Nicholls State U) Rising Tides and Digital Curation: Streamlining Access to Gulf Coast Research

SCHAEFFLER, Isabelle, ALEJANDRE JIMENEZ, Montserrat, JOHNSON, Keira, VENEGAS-RAMOS, Fabian, and LEFEBVRE, Nicole (CSBSJU) Intersecting Disparities: Food Insecurity on College Campuses

SHULER, Shay (NAU) Coming Out, Getting Out: A Qualitative Exploration of Sexual Identity Development within Non-Affirming Religion

SOLANKAR, Saish (Purdue U) The Frog Gig: Exploring Multispecies Relatedness among Frog Hunters in Indiana

SORENSON, Amanda, GARCIA, Sarai, LEMIEUX, Evangeline, and MORRISON, Lynn (UHH) Understanding the COVID-19 Vaccine Hesitancy

STRICKLER, Julia (U Puget Sound) The Study of a Transitional Living Center

TAYLOR, Katrina, LADOUCEUR, Jessie, CRABTREE, Olivia, JETLEY, Junita, and MORRISON, Lynn (UHH) Food Basket in Hawaii during COVID-19: Transforming Possibilities

THYE, Asher (SMU), ISAAC, Gwyneira and KAMPH, Molly (Smithsonian Inst, Nat’l Museum of Natural History) Taxonomy at a Crossroads: Knowledge Production in the Natural Sciences

VALLEY, Taryn and DUFFY, Sean (U Wisconsin) Sexual Autonomy and Contraceptive Use in Rural Guatemala: One Takeaway from a Mixed-Methods Survey of Indigenous Women

WARPINSKI, Chloe (UFL) Income Inequality as a Key Marker of Inappropriate Geographical Framing in Assessing Health Disparities: A Case Study of Alachua County, Florida


*WILSON, Melissa (ISU) Farmer and Rancher Well-Being in Teton Valley, Idaho

WOODS, Joshua (Vanderbilt U) Heart Health in the Heartland: The Sociocultural Salience of Genetics and Family History

ZHENG, Madeleine (ASU), AWAD, Nora (Wheaton Coll), VIDMAR, Abby and WELLS, E. Christian (USF) The DUUC WatSan Insecurity Scale: A Participatory Approach to Exploring Water and Sanitation Needs

* Tourism Posters

(TH-108) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)

Michael Kearney Memorial Lecture

MODERATOR: NAGENGAST, Carole (UNM)
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: VÉLEZ-IBÁÑEZ, Carlos (ASU) The Rise of the Necro/Narco Flexible Superstate: From Tucson to Tapachula
COMMENTATORS: ALVAREZ, Roberto (UCSD), GOMBERG-MUNOZ, Ruth (LUC)

(TH-109) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)

Political Subjectivities and Care in Brazil’s Urban Periphery

CHAIR: JUNGE, Benjamin (SUNY New Paltz)
MANDACHE, Luminita-Anda (U Salzburg) The Limits of Techno-Optimism: E-Money, NGO Work, and Urban Poverty in Northeast Brazil
FINAN, Timothy (U Arizona) Participation and Powerlessness: Democracy and Citizenship on the Periphery of Fortaleza, Brazil
JUNGE, Benjamin (SUNY New Paltz) Urban Geography Seen from the Margins: Perceptions of Brazil’s Once-Rising Poor in Times of Crisis
KLEIN, Charles, CARMO, Milena Mateuzi, and TAVARES, Alessandra (Portland State U) Fragmented Identities and the Desire for Wholeness: Everyday Life and Intersectional Politics in São Paulo’s Urban Peripheries

(TH-110) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)

Covid, Climate, Culture, and Community in Rural Southeast Alaska
(TH-111) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
The Pandemic Pivot: Lessons Learned from Turning on a Dime (CONAA)

CHAIR: NORRIS, Susan (Immaculata U)
PANELISTS: NORRIS, Susan (Immaculata U), CROCKER, Theresa (USF), MILAZZO, Maria (Stony Brook U), VERROCHI, Diane (U Hartford), DA SILVA, Jaqueline (Federal U-Rio de Janeiro), ELLIS, Cathryn (UBC & Canadian Assoc of Midwives), SHAVER, Amy (Utica Coll)

(TH-112) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Whova (Online Only)
Fieldwork at Its Best: Community Engagement through a University Campus Garden

CHAIR: ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG)

ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG) Growing from Field to Plate: Sharing Knowledge and Fresh Produce

HOSKINS, Mia (UNCG) Food Insecurity at a Campus Food Pantry and Local Farmers Market: How Fresh Produce Needs Increase

MILOT, Kalyn (UNCG) The Practicing Anthropologist: In the Field This Time with a Carrot and a Groundhog

VITALE, Liliana (Independent) and ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG) Community Engagement through a Neighborhood Homegrown Food Share Program

THURSDAY 5:30-8:30
Millcreek (Onsite)
SoE Board Meeting

THURSDAY 5:30-7:30
Little Cottonwood (Onsite)
SAS Business Meeting

THURSDAY 5:30-6:30
Big Cottonwood (Onsite)
Share Your Work!: Chat with the Editors of Human Organization, Practicing Anthropology, and SfAA News
Cocktail Hour

We’d love to know how we can best share your good work with our SfAA Global community. This session is an opportunity to engage in an informal chat with our journal and newsletter editors about your ideas for manuscripts, short pieces, and news articles of interest to us all. Bring a quick pitch about your work, a list of ideas, or just your questions. Editors can help with suggestions for manuscript submission and placement and tips for making the most of your time spent writing for one of the Society’s esteemed publications. Practitioners, students, faculty, and more - all are welcome.

Human Organization Editors: ROMERO-DAZA and HIMMELGREEN, David (USF)
Human Organization Editorial Assistant: GRAY, Deven (USF)
Practicing Anthropology Editor: HARDY, Lisa Jane (NAU)
Practicing Anthropology Editorial Assistant: MENDE, Caroline (NAU)
(TH-140) THURSDAY 5:30-7:15
Whova (Online Only)
SDS Town Hall

ORGANIZERS: KASNITZ, Devva (SDS)
Open Discussion

(TH-141) THURSDAY 5:30-7:00
Whova (Online Only)
Washington Association of Professional Anthropologists (WAPA) Praxis Award Ceremony

Join us for the WAPA 2021 Praxis Award ceremony and presentations. This is the 40th anniversary for the Praxis Award, initiated in 1981 to recognize outstanding achievement in translating anthropological knowledge into action as reflected in a single project.

INTRODUCTION: ROBERTS, Bill (SMCM) 2021 winners
MURPHY THOMAS, Jane (Independent) The Pakistan Earthquake Reconstruction and Recovery Program (PERRP)
COVID-19 Farmworker Study Collective with anthropologists SAXTON, Dvera (California Institute for Rural Studies), BADE, Bonnie (CSU San Marcos), and STEPHEN, Lynn (U Oregon) Collaborative Anthropology and the COVID-19 Farmworker Study

THURSDAY 6:30-7:30
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Sustaining Fellows Reception

THURSDAY 6:30-7:30
Brighton (Onsite)
SMA Reception

(TH-160) THURSDAY 7:00-8:00
Alta (Onsite)
WAPA Reception

THURSDAY 7:30-9:00
Little Cottonwood (Onsite)
SAS Reception

THURSDAY 7:30-10:30
Wasatch (Onsite)
Student Party

President Paolisso will welcome the students. Hors d’oeuvres will be served and beverages may be purchased.

FRIDAY, MARCH 25

FRIDAY 8:30-12:00
Canyons Lobby (Onsite)
Training Program & Recruitment Exhibit

This exhibit is a great chance to inform students and colleagues about graduate programs, internship opportunities, field schools, and organizations that work with applied social scientists.

FRIDAY 9:00-5:00
Arches (Onsite)
Book Exhibit
(F-01) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Bryce (Onsite)
Maternal and Child Health (SMA)

CHAIR: ALTMAN, Heidi (GSU)
DAILEY, Jessica (U Notre Dame) Hippie Moms and Homebirths: Social Subjectivities and Resistance against Mainstream Medicine
DATTA BANIK, Sudip (Cinvestav) Education Inequalities among Adolescent Mothers Affect Nutritional Status of Infants in Mexico
WINKLER, Linda A. (Wilkes U), LUTAHOIRE, Jessica and BUTOTO, Cleophace (Nyakahanga Hosp), PLUMHOFF, Madeline (Children’s Hosp-Philadelphia) A Look at Vitamin K Supplement: Assessing Its Use to Reduce Neonatal Death from Hemorrhage in Low Resource Environments
ALTMAN, Heidi (GSU) The Georgia Moms Project: Amplifying Maternal Health Narratives
ELLIS, Cathryn (UBC & Canadian Assoc of Midwives), MOHAMED, Amal (Canadian Assoc of Midwives), FARAH, Mumtaz (Hargeisa Inst of Hlth Sci), RUGORIRWERA, Rosine (Puntland Assoc of Midwives), MOORE, Angela (UBC), and CRANGLE, Moya (Canadian Assoc of Midwives) Increasing Reproductive Health Rights for Women in Somalia and Somaliland: A Collaborative Midwifery Curriculum Revision
OTTENWELLER, Cecelia (Independent) Diagnosis: Culture

(F-04) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Road to 100: SfAA’s Strategic Planning Initiative Roundtable and Listening Session

CHAIRS: REISINGER, Heather Schacht (Iowa City VA & U Iowa) and KHANNA, Sunil K. (OR State U)
COMMITTEE MEMBERS: REISINGER, Heather Schacht (Iowa City VA & U Iowa), KHANNA, Sunil K. (OR State U), BENDYCKI, Nadine (Cleveland Clinic & University Hospitals of Cleveland), COLOM, Alejandra (Labetnografico), GRAYSON, Nikki (CHOICES Memphis Ctr for Reproductive Hlth), HOUSE, Kendall (Boise State U), JOHNSON, Lauren (UNG), VILLANUEVA, A. Rey (UTSA), WIES, Jennifer (EKU), COPE, Melissa (SfAA)

Open Discussion

(F-05) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Sundance (Onsite)

CHAIRS: BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC) and NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U)
PANELISTS: BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC), NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U), BALLIN, Kira (Experiences for Mankind Creative Agency), NUNEZ-MCHIRI, Guillermina Gina (UTEP), STUDEBAKER, Jennifer (Kauffman Fdn)

(F-06) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Solitude (Onsite)
Virtual Communities and Imaginary Worlds

CHAIR: KILMAN, Michael (UC Denver)
BRESEE, Nichole (USU) Inside Online Mega Fanbases: Who’s Responsible For the #Trends That Shape Our World?
KILMAN, Michael (UC Denver) Anthropology for Writers and Creatives: Why Building Better Fictional Worlds Using Social Science Can Transform the Classroom and the World
WYNDHAM-WEST, Michelle (OCAD U) Arts-Based Techniques, Future-Making, and the Potential for Material Agency: Methodological Reflections upon Co-Design Research Addressing Older Adults and Housing Instability/Homelessness

(F-07) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Resource Systems and Power (PESO)

CHAIR: JONES, Eric C. (UTHSCH SPH)
MURPHY, Arthur (UNCg), RIVERA NUÑEZ, I. Marlo and LUQUE AGRAZ, Diana (CIAD-Hermosillo), JONES, Eric C. (UTHSCH SPH) Ethnicity, Land Tenure, and Water Management in the Rio Mayo Irrigation District, Mexico
VEDWAN, Neeraj (Montclair State U) Emerging Hydroscapes in a Globalizing India: New Roles and Reconfigured Relationships between Civil Society and Citizens

BRAUSE, Holly (NM Water Resources Rsch Inst) Trust, Risk, and Power: Applying Anthropological Concepts to the Transboundary Aquifer Assessment Program

SMITH-NONINI, Sandy (UNCCH) Towards Complex Resilience to Energy Crises: Fossil Finance, (De)Regulation, and Climate-related Blackouts

(F-08) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45

Snowbird (Onsite)

Forest Gardens: Perspectives on a Persistent Practice (SoE)

CHAIRS: ARMSTRONG, Chelsey Geralda (SFU) and FORD, Anabel (UCSB)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ARMSTRONG, Chelsey Geralda (SFU), FORD, Anabel (UCSB), GASCO, Janine (CSUDH), SHARMA, Sukanya (IIT Guwahati)

(F-09) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45

Brighton (Onsite)

Applied Anthropology and Activism

CHAIR: THOMAS, Tami (FIU)

HEGEL, Christine (WCSU) The Global Alliance of Waste Pickers Constitution: Local Participation in a Global Process


THOMAS, Tami and CALDERA, Michelle (FIU) Transforming Possibilities of Using Social Sciences to Improve Rural Primary Healthcare

PAXTON, Brittany and KRAJECKI, Lisa (American U) Sharing and Listening: How Stories Can Make Change

KHADEMI, Sohrab (Nabi Akram Hospital, Iran) and SHAHBAZI, Mohammad. (JSU SPH, retired) Humanity and Health: What Is Wrong with Us?

(F-10) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45

Alta (Onsite)

Between Understanding and Change in Disaster Contexts: Conversations about Linkages, Tensions, Barriers, and Forms of Transformation (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: BROWNE, Katherine (CO State U) and MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: OLSON, Laura (Georgetown U), MAXWELL, Keely (EPA), MARINO, Elizabeth (OSU-Cascades), MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN), FAAS, A.J. (SJSU), BROWNE, Katherine (CO State U)

(F-11) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45

Emigration (Onsite)

Culture and Modernity (SAS)

CHAIR: STAPLETON, Maria (NIU)

STAPLETON, Maria and STAPLETON, Charles (NIU) Cultural Models of Marriage in Central Mexico: Indigenous Custom Marriage

THOMAS, Michael (Wayne State U) Revolutionary Temptations: The Critical Axis of Design, Disenchantment, and Pluralism in Designing the Future World across the US and China

JONES, Nathan (UC Boulder) Futures Building in the “Design Lab”: Connecting Global Communities from Tajikistan to Colorado

(F-12) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45

Parleys (Onsite)

Environmental Communication as (Interactive) Imagination and Performance in the Anthropocene, Part I (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: SJÖLANDER LINDQVIST, Annelie (CEFOS Gothenburg U)

LARSSON, Simon (U Gothenburg) Dealing with Machine Learning Input in Systemic Environmental Communication

SJÖLANDER-LINDQVIST, Annelie, LARSSON, Simon, and BENNETT, Juliana (U Gothenburg) Living with Large Carnivores in Sweden: Understandings and Lived Experiences of Harm and Wellbeing
JINKA RAMAMURTHY, Malavika (U Arizona) Human-Animal Relationships and Conflicts of Displaced Communities: A Study of the Chenchu Tribe in the Nallamala Forest of Southern India

KELLEY, Shawn (Parametrix), BUNCH, Fred (NPS), and HILL, Damon (Parametrix) From Hanging Lakes to Towering Dunes, Traditional Use and Resource Management at Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve

KUGO, Yoko (UAF) Iliamna Lake Ethnogeography and Yup’ik and Contemporary Place Names, Alaska

DISCUSSANTS: LIM, Heather Hyealim (U Arizona), CARROLL, Clint (CU Boulder), ALARCON, Cristian (Sveriges Lantbruksuniversitet)

(F-13) FRIDAY 9:00-11:00
Millcreek (Onsite)
Effective Teaching in Medical Schools: Translating Anthropological Knowledge to Practice (SMA Workshop, Fee $)

ORGANIZERS: MARTINEZ, Iveris (CSULB), WIEDMAN, Dennis (FIU), CROWDER, Jerome (U Houston), SCOTT, Mary Alice Scott (UNM), VEGA, Rosalynn (UTRGV), and MCMULLIN, Juliet (UCR)

(F-16) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Big Cottonwood (Onsite)
Rules and Regulations, Bugs and Barriers: Challenges to Food Producers on the Farm and in the Feedlot (C&A)

CHAIR: BRUNS, Bryan (Independent)
PARKER, Jason (OSU) Intentionality and Food Systems Design: Can We Remove Enough Barriers to Urban Agriculture to Lift a Community?
BENNING, Maxwell and KELEMAN SAXENA, Alder (NAU) When Enough Is Enough: The Intolerability of Agricultural Pests and Determinations of Agrobiodiversity Management
KLATASKE, Ryan (KSU) Safety, Health, and Culture in the American Meat Industry
PARKER, Jason (OSU) “I understand The Rule, but how does it apply to my small New England farm?”: Farmers’ Evolving Understandings and Resistance to U.S. Federal Food and Farm Policy
BRUNS, Bryan (Independent) Transformative Possibilities for Water Users Associations in Irrigation and Drainage
WILLIS, Mary S. (UNL), ALEMAYEHU, Fikadu Reta, KORA, Alazar Kirubel, and ZULA, Aemiro Tadesse (Hawassa U-Ethiopia) Waste Not, Want Not: Repurposing Coffee Cherries in Southern Ethiopia to Improve the Livelihoods of Coffee Growers

(F-17) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Wasatch (Onsite)
Community, Religious, & NGO Partnerships: Local Solutions to Immigrant Well-being (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: MARQUEZ JR., Arturo (Drake U)
MACIAS AYALA, Mario Alberto (BARA, U Arizona) Beyond Violence: Community-based Projects and Partnerships in Ambos Nogales Arizona/Sonora
MARQUEZ JR., Arturo (Drake U) The Business of Social Justice
RANGER, Marah (Boston U Sch of Med) Faith-Based Refugee Resettlement Agencies: The Intersections of Faith and Well-Being
SLOAN, Katelyn (CNU) The Refugee Experience in a Welcoming City

(F-18) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)

CHAIR: MEAD, Chelsea (MNSU)
MEAD, Chelsea, SCHALGE, Susan, and KALYVAKI, Maria (MNSU) Expressions of Faculty Compassion in Online Teaching and Learning in Times of Social Upheaval
PEARS, Arnold (KTH Royal Inst of Tech) Internal Academic Perspectives on Student Assessment during the Covid-19 Pandemic
VOGT VEGGEBERG, Kristen (Boy Scouts of America) The Reactions and Levity to Online Informal Education during COVID-19
EL JADA, Malak, ALEXANDER, Natalie, FROHLICH, Camila, HOFF, Aliya R., and GAUGHN, Monica (ASU) Doing Science in the Time of COVID-19: Differential Effects on Tenured and Tenure-Track Faculty in the United States HERCKIS, Lauren (CMU) What to Keep and What to Lose: Using the Tools that Carried Us through a Pandemic

(F-19) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Water Insecurity and Anthropology: Connecting Research to Social Action to Address a Pressing Global Health Issue (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: TALLMAN, Paula (Loyola U)
TALLMAN, Paula, COLE, Stroma, RUSYIDI, Binhayati and SALMON-MULANOVICH, Gabriela (Loyola U) Navigating Extreme Water Insecurity: Integrating Research and Social Action in Sumba, Indonesia
ALEXANDER, William (UNCW), CABALLERO, Grey (USF), and BARHAM, Ashley (UNCW) Going on Five Years: The Fight against “Forever Chemicals” in the Cape Fear River Basin
GASTEVER, Stephen (MSU) Daily Indignities and Innovation: The Everyday Politics of Water Insecurity in the Palestinian West Bank
JOHNSON, Jennifer Lee (Purdue U) Water, Politics, and Poverty at the Crossroad of America
WELLS, E. Christian, VIDMAR, Abby, and CABALLERO, Grey (USF) Racial Underbounding and Infrastructural Violence in Tampa Bay, Florida
COLLINS, Shalean (Tulane U), YOUNG, Sera L. (Northwestern U), WUTICH, Amber (ASU), and HWISE Research Coordination Network How Do Households Cope with Water Insecurity?: Evidence from Ten Global Sites

(F-20) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online Only)
The U.S. Federal Government as a Career Path for Anthropologists (NAPA)

CHAIR: KJELDGAARD, Erik (U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office)
PANELISTS: CANTLEY, Garry (BIA), STOFFER, Matt (U.S. Treasury), KOONS, Adam (FEMA), WIRTZ, Elizabeth (VA)

(F-21) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online Only)
Resilience in Fishing Communities, Part I (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIRS: CLAY, Patricia and PACKAGE-WARD, Christina (NOAA Fisheries)
STOLTZ, Amanda and POMEROY, Carrie (UCSC), BEULKE, Anne and DUDLEY, Peter (NOAA & UCSC), MORALES, Mark (UCSC), ROGERS, Tanya (NOAA), SHERIDAN, Casey and CARR, Mark (UCSC) A More Comprehensive Climate Vulnerability Assessment Framework for Fisheries Social-Ecological Systems
KIMBALL, Emma and GROSSKREUTZ, Karen (U Alaska) Adaptations to Change in Commercial Salmon Fisheries in Two Regions of the Gulf of Alaska
LEONG, Kirsten (NOAA PIFSC), MASTITSKI, Anthony (ECS Federal, NOAA SEFSC), KLEIBER, Danika (NOAA PIFSC), WENG, Changhua (ECS Federal, NOAA NEFSC), WISE, Sarah (NOAA AKFSC), and NORMAN, Karma (NOAA NWFSC) Do Fishing Categories Account for What Counts?
RAMENZONI, Victoria (Rutgers U), BROUILLARD, Pamela, COMPARINI, Lisa, and HOULIHAN, Amy (TMUCC) Coastal Communities’ Exposure to the Impacts of Oil and Gas Activities and Extreme Events in the Northern Gulf of Mexico
NORMAN, Karma (NOAA NWFSC) and PHILLIPS, Amanda (PSMFC) U.S. West Coast Fishing Communities and Resilience from 1990-2020
POLLNAC, Richard (URI), GAIBOR, Nikita (Public Inst for Aquaculture & Fisheries Rsch-Ecuador), and VINA, Michael (ASU) Adaptation to Environmental Extremes of El Niño and La Niña in Coastal Ecuador

(F-22) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Whova (Online Only)
Revolutionary Method: DuoEthnography as Transformative Praxis (SMA)

CHAIR: THOMPSON, Andie (U Amsterdam & OR State U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: THOMPSON, Andie (U Amsterdam & OR State U), GARTH, Hanna (Princeton U), HARDIN, Jessica (Rochester Inst of Tech), YATES-DOERR, Emily (OR State U & U Amsterdam)

(F-23) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
OPENING REMARKS:
FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)


COMMENTATORS: HARRISON, Faye V. (UI Urbana-Champaign), YODER, P. Stanley SCHENSUL, Stephen L. (UCHC), DRESSLER, William (U Alabama)

FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Millcreek (Onsite)
COPAA Business Meeting

Contact Co-Chair Cassandra Workman (clworkma@uncg.edu) for Zoom link.

FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Executive Boardroom (Onsite)
Tourism & Heritage TIG Business Meeting

(F-31) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Bryce (Onsite)
Anthropology in/of Mental Health Care (SMA)

CHAIR: WIRTZ, Elizabeth (VA)

KALVESMAKI, Andrea (IDEAS, SLC VA), HOLMES, Seth M. (UC Berkeley & USC), SWEET, Philip A. (Great Lakes VA), RENDEAU, Rachel P. (VA Boston, CHOIR), and AZEVEDO, Kathryn J. (NCPTSD, Palo Alto VA)

Leveraging Anthropology to Address the COVID-19 Global Mental Health Syndemic

WIRTZ, Elizabeth, VAN TIEM, Jennifer, and TURVEY, Carolyn (VA) What Constitutes Evidence: Understanding Mental Health Provider Perspectives on Measurement Based Care

KEELING, Lindsay. ENGLAND-KENNEDY, Elizabeth, and KHUBCHANDANI, Jagdish (NMSU) Adverse Childhood Experiences, Trauma, and Suicidal Behaviors in the U.S.

BARENDRA, Vishalinee (Banyan Academy for Leadership in Mental Hlth) and JONES, Nev (U Pitt Sch of Social Work)

Story by Story: Peering into Perspectives of “Madness” in Medieval India

MCILVAINE-NEWSAD, Heather (WIU) Yoga as Fieldwork: Incorporating Yoga into the Introduction to Cultural Anthropology Curriculum

(F-34) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Healthcare Access and New Methods

CHAIR: EDEN, Aimee (ABFM)

PRIMIANO, Samantha (UMD) The Possibilities of Method: Research Design as an Engaged Anthropology

EDEN, Aimee and TAYLOR, Melina (ABFM), JABBAPOUR, Yalda (Robert Graham Ctr for Policy Studies), JONES, Danielle (AAFP) Examining Family Medicine Workforce Data to Advance Equity and Diversity in Primary Care Policy and Practice

(F-35) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Sundance (Onsite)

CHAIRS: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U) and BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC)

PANELISTS: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U), BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC), RAMER, Angela (HKS Architects), COUNTEE, Astrid (Missing Link Studios), HUSSEIN, Nazia (mhzResearch)

(F-36) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Solitude (Onsite)
Challenges in Community Development
CHAIR: CLOETE, Elene (Outreach Int’l)
MEDINA-RAMÍREZ, Oswaldo (UFL) “We are exhausted”: Navigating Participation Fatigue in Collaborative Water Governance in the Tropics
GREENE, Ezra (UBC) Everything Goes in Cycles: Re-examining Research to Inform Wildlife Management
CLOETE, Elene (Outreach Int’l) Community-led Development and Changes in Motivation among Rural Nicaraguan Women: Five Take-Aways
MARTIN, Abbie (Miami U-OH) City Limits: An Urban Ecovillage Negotiates Sustainability

(F-37) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Gender, Labor, and Identity

CHAIR: LYON, Sarah (UKY)
LYON, Sarah (UKY) Fairtrade Smallholders and the Politics and Practices of Farm Labor in Mexico: In Search of a Living Income
ROBERTSON, Rebecca (Humboldt State U) Trail Blazers: A Pilot Applied Ethnographic Study and Podcast Series Exploring the Gendered Roles, Identities, and Experiences of Female Professional Firefighters and Their Impact on Organizational Culture in the Fire Service

(F-38) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Snowbird (Onsite)
Cultivating the Wild?: Rethinking Wildness, Domestication, and the Human Role in Landscapes, Part I (SoE)

CHAIR: FARLEY, Katherine (WUSTL)
FARLEY, Katherine (WUSTL) Crafting the Wild: Wild-Simulated Ginseng Cultivation and the Construction of Wildness in Appalachia
MORRIS, Julia (UNCW) Mobility Disjunctures: Producing Imaginaries of Pristine Pasts in Guatemalan Conservation and Containment
WARSCHESKY, Emily (MO Botanical Garden) Seeing the Forest for the Fruit Trees: A Biological Perspective of Tree Domestication
MUELLER, Natalie (WUSTL) There’s No Such Thing as a Wild Ancestor: Notes on Feral and Free-Living Crop Relatives
HAYASHI TANG, Mana (WUSTL) Paleoethnobotany of the Ruderals among Us: Chenopodium Album Aggregate of Northern China

(F-39) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Brighton (Onsite)
The Revolutionary Potential of Childhood Studies: How Children in the Majority World Expand, Critique, and Revolutionize Normative Understandings of the Child

CHAIR: GARCIA GOMEZ, Diana Carolina (GMU)
GARCIA GOMEZ, Diana Carolina (GMU) “We are all victims”: Revolutionary Comprehensions of What It Means to Be Colombian by the Post-Accord Generation
KANNAN, Smruthi Bala (Rutgers U) Learning with Kin: Youth Challenging Individuated Subjectivities On-screen
KUMARI, Rashmi (Rutgers U) “Saving the Future”: An Intergenerational Effort to Protect Their “Land, Water, and Forest”

(F-40) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Alta (Onsite)
Changing Practice and Research in the Context of Disasters (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: GORBEA, Laura (Puerto Rico Public & Applied Social Sci Workshop)
DAVIS, Katy, MOSURSKA, Anuszka, NAYLOR, Angus, FLYNN, Melanie, VILLAYERDE CANOSA, Ivan, and FORD, James (U Leeds) Reflecting on Ethical Tensions in the Research Process as a Starting Point for Change in Academic Institutions
GORBEA, Laura (Puerto Rico Public & Applied Social Sci Workshop), CHOPEL, Alison (Independent), and FERNÓS SAGEBIEN, Antonio (U Interamericana de Puerto Rico) Engaging Communities and Government for Rapid Impact Analysis of Disaster Aid
GORTON, Henry and MACIAS AYALA, Mario (BARA, U Arizona), WOLF, Ann Marie (SERI) Collaborative Survey Design to Support Longitudinal Evaluation of Home Safety

(F-41) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Emigration (Onsite)
Transforming Selves: Ethnographic Evaluation of a Syringe Exchange Program in Tampa, Florida

CHAIRS: WILSON, Jason and HENDERSON, Heather (USF)
BOYER, Micah and CASPER, Breanne (USF) “Your program saved my life”: How We Listen for the Value that Participants Find in Syringe Exchange Programs
CASPER, Breanne (USF) “Everything Is a Trigger”: Developing Harm Reduction Approaches to Substance Use Triggers
WILSON, Jason (USF) Reimagining the Roles of Emergency Medicine: Utilizing a Clinically Applied Medical Anthropology in Implementing Community Coordinated Harm Reduction
HENDERSON, Heather (USF) Navigating the Creation of a Structurally Informed Care Continuum for Persons Who Use Drugs (PWUD)

(F-42) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Parleys (Onsite)
Environmental Communication as (Interactive) Imagination and Performance in the Anthropocene, Part II (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: SJÖLANDER LINDQVIST, Annelie (CEFOS Gothenburg U)
MURIN, Ivan (Matej Bel U) Migrating Carpathian Romany: Everyday Realities of Human-Nature-Animal Relations in an Increasingly Romany Hostile Society
PERMANTO, Stefan (U Gothenburg) The Anthropocene or the Prosopocene?: A Sustainable Environment and the Interdependence of Human and Other-Than-Human Persons
STOFFLE, Richard (U Arizona) Let the Salmon Swim: Skokomish Efforts to Restore Their River
VAN VLACK, Kathleen (Living Heritage Rsch Council) Sustainable for Who?: Solar Energy Development Verses Southern Paiute Cultural Heritage
DISCUSSANTS: LIM, Heather Hyealim (U Arizona), CARROLL, Clint (CU Boulder), ALARCON, Cristian (Sveriges Lantbruksuniversitet)

(F-46) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Big Cottonwood (Onsite)
Anxiety and Access: Food Aid and Insecurity (C&A)

CHAIR: RENKERT, Sarah (U Arizona)
RENKERT, Sarah (U Arizona) False Generosity: Food Aid and Lima’s Comedores Populares
SHEEHAN, Megan and HEYING, Emily (CSBSJU) Fitting It In: Food Insecurity and Temporal Constraints on Campus
TIMMER, Andria (CNU) Food Anxiety and Food Fears during the COVID-19 Pandemic
ANDERSON, Ashlyn, LAZARUS, Jacqueline, and ANDERSON STEEVES, Elizabeth (UT Knoxville) Navigating Hidden Hunger: An Exploratory Analysis of the Lived Experience of College Student Food Insecurity

(F-47) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Wasatch (Onsite)
Navigating Structural Vulnerabilities: Immigrant Health & Well-being in Pandemic Times and Beyond (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: STAM, Kathryn (SUNY Polytechnic Inst)
CORDWELL, Cailan (ASU) Mental Health in the Undocuqueer Community
SOIFOINE, Shaye (USP) “Even If You Have Food in Your House, It Will Not Taste Sweet”: Central African Refugees’ Experiences of Food amid Structural Insecurity in Tampa Bay, FL
STAM, Kathryn, WOODWORTH, Anna, and KLO, Kay (SUNY Polytechnic Inst) Cultural Perspectives of Resettled Refugees on the Covid-19 Pandemic, Vaccine Hesitancy, Vulnerability, and Risk

(F-48) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
Traditionally Associated Peoples and National Parks
CHAIR: CHARNLEY, Susan (USFS) and GREENWOOD, Kim (NPS)
GREENWOOD, Kim (NPS) Traditionally Associated Peoples and the National Park Service
SHERIDAN, Thomas (U Arizona) Ranchers as “Traditionally Associated Peoples” in National Parks: An Example from Capitol Reef National Park
CHARNLEY, Susan, WENDEL, Kendra, and HELMER, Matt (USFS) Identifying Traditionally Associated Peoples at Grant-Kohrs National Historic Site, Montana
JORDAN, Michael (TTU) American Indian Tribes as Traditionally Associated Peoples: Lessons from Alibates Flint Quarries National Monument and Washita Battlefield National Historic Site
DISCUSSANT: GREENWOOD, Kim (NPS)

(F-49) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Experiencing the Precarious Environment (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)
SIMONELLI, Jeanne (NPS) It All Depends on Water: Extracting Life’s Critical Component
GILLARD, Autumn (NMHU) The Southern Paiute Dark Sky as a Renewable Resource with Public Lands
BETTINI, Anna (U Alberta) Voices of Taranaki: Risk and Perceptions of Fracking in Taranaki, New Zealand
PALMER, Andie (U Alberta) Greasing the Tracts: How Oil and Gas Tactics Slide into Geothermal Legislation
MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U) The Grief of the Peat Colonies: Extractivism through the Centuries in Groningen, The Netherlands
VANDERLINDEN, Lisa (TCU) The Double Burden of Contested Illness: The Case of the BP Oil Spill

(F-50) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
How to Sustain Anthropology Departments against the Wages of Capitalism (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: PHILLIPS, Evelyn (CCSU) and SKOCZEN, Kathleen (SCSU)
Open Discussion

(F-51) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Resilience in Fishing Communities, Part II (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIRS: CLAY, Patricia and PACKAGE-WARD, Christina (NOAA Fisheries)
BEAULLIEU, Jennifer, CRAMER, Lori, and CONWAY, Flaxen (OR State U) Seafood Processing’s Contribution to Coastal Community Resilience: Examining Local Voices
BLAKE, Suzana (U Miami) and MCPHERSON, Matthew (NOAA) Fishers’ Resilience to Environmental Change: A Case Study on the Impacts of Red Tide on the West Coast of Florida
SWEENEY TOOKES, Jennifer (GA Southern U) and FLUECH, Bryan (UGA Marine Ext, GA Sea Grant) The Greying of the Fleet—and the Weathering of the Vessels: Commercial Shrimp Boats of Georgia
CLAY, Patricia (NOAA Fisheries), SCHUMANN, Sarah (Shining Sea Fisheries Consulting LLC), and COLBURN, Lisa L. (NOAA Fisheries) Defying, for Now, the Graying of the Fleet: Young Fishers on Entering – and Staying – in the Fisheries
JOHNSON, Teresa, FITTING, Emily, and EVANS, Keith (U Maine) Exploring Social Resilience and Generational Differences in the Maine Lobster Fishery

(F-52) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Origin Stories of Harm (SMA)

CHAIR: YATES-DOERR, Emily (OR State U & U Amsterdam)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: THOMPSON, Andie (U Amsterdam & OR State U), DE ASSIS NUNES, Ana Carolina (OR State U), SIGMUND, Kim and KAUL, Shivani (U Amsterdam), COHN, Liesl (OR State U), PLEASANT, Traben (U.S. Dept of Veterans Affairs)

(F-53) FRIDAY 12:00-5:00
Whova (Online Only)
Cultural Consensus Analysis (SAS Workshop, Fee $)
ORGANIZERS: GATEWOOD, John (Lehigh U) and LOWE, John (Cultural Analysis)

FRIDAY 12:00-1:30
City Creek (Onsite)
Past Presidents Meeting

(F-61) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Bryce (Onsite)
Patient-Provider Interactions (SMA)

CHAIR: STRONG, Adrienne E. (UFL)
HARMER, Madison (U Utah Sch of Med) Clinics, Not Classrooms: Culturally Sensitive Sex Ed for Utah Mormons
SEGURA, Jonathan and THOMPSON, Greg (BYU) Mexican-Americans’ Views on Patient Autonomy in Physician-Patient Interactions
BUNKLEY, Emma (WUSTL Sch of Med), ASANTE, Comfort (Copperbelt U Sch of Med, & Ndola Teaching Hosp), BURACK, Sarah and HUNLETH, Jean (WUSTL Sch of Med) A Heart for the Care
STRONG, Adrienne E. and SHAH, Samir K. (UFL) Hidden Threats: Patient Decision-Making around Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Surgery
CRANE, Hillary (Linfield U) Strange (Sick)Bedfellows: Catholic Celiacs and Communion Wafer Dilemma
GLASS-COFFIN, Bonnie (USU) Applied Medical Anthropologist as Hospital Chaplain?: An Auto-Ethnographic Exploration of Unexpected Synergies and Linkages

(F-64) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Deer Valley (Onsite)
The Lifecycle from Child Welfare to Eldercare

CHAIR: CALLEJAS, Linda M. (USF)
CALLEJAS, Linda M. (USF) ‘We Fighting and We Are Not Weak’: Parents Using Their Stories to Demand Respect and Claim Their Parental Rights
CALLEJAS, Linda M. and ABELLA, Anna D. (USF) Capturing Worker Reflections on Supporting Families Involved in Child Welfare through Voice Memos
HENSON, Michael (FSU) Exploring the Unintended Consequences of Training Programs for Child Welfare Specialists: “More than just a 9-5”

(F-65) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Sundance (Onsite)
Serving Students and New/Young Professionals: Findings from the 2019 American Anthropology Master’s Career Survey (NAPA)

CHAIR: HAWVERMALE, Erica (Syracuse U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HAWVERMALE, Erica (Syracuse U), CRAIN, Cathleen (NAPA), HEURTIN-ROBERTS, Suzanne (WAPA), BRILLER, Sherylyn (SfAA), BRIODY, Elizabeth (Careers Commission)

(F-66) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Solitude (Onsite)
The Politics of Development

CHAIR: HITCHCOCK, Robert (UNM)
STUCKI, Larry (Retired) Was Interior Secretary James Watt Correct When in 1983 He Stated That “If You Want an Example of the Failure of Socialism, Don’t Go to Russia, Come to America and Go to the Indian Reservations?”
HITCHCOCK, Robert (UNM) and KELLY, Melinda C. (Kalahari Peoples Fund) Fences, Cattle, and Wildlife: Controversies and Conflicts in the Kalahari and the Southern High Plains
RAI, Rani (WFU) Redefining Arts and Crafts as Solution Anthropology in India

(F-67) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Global Transformations in Culture and Identity
**CHAIR**: FERREYRA, Gabriel (CSULA)
**FERREYRA, Gabriel** (CSULA) *Narcoculture and Its Normalization in Mainstream Society*
**SHULER, Shay** and **POLLITT, Amanda** (NAU) *Embracing Liminality: Contextualizing Bisexual Women’s Experiences with an Unmarked Visible Identity*
**SHOKEID, Moshe** (Tel Aviv U) *Listening to Jewish Missionaries’ Messages*
**MUMIN, Daud** and **ETTER, Connie** (Westminster Coll) *No Justice, No Peace: On Organizing and Racial Violence*

(F-68) **FRIDAY 1:30-3:15**  
Snowbird (Onsite)  
Cultivating the Wild?: Rethinking Wildness, Domestication, and the Human Role in Landscapes, Part II  
(SoE)

**CHAIR**: FARLEY, Katherine (WUSTL)  
**WARD, Grace** (WUSTL) *Wild How, and Where? A Multiscalar Consideration of the Human Role in the Landscapes of the Pre-Columbian Mississippi River Valley*  
**FERNÁNDEZ-LLAMAZARES, Álvaro** (U Helsinki) *Moving beyond the Social Imaginary of a Wild and Pristine Amazon?*  
**ABEL, Matthew** (WUSTL) *The Forest and the Factory: Extraction and Power in the Amazon Delta*  
**SABIN, John** (ECU) *Socio-Ecological Restoration at the Boundary: An Interdisciplinary Investigation of Managed Wilderness in South Florida*  
**TOWNSEND, Patricia** (U Buffalo) *Nau and Yapai: The Significance of Sago Domestication in the Upper Sepik*

(F-69) **FRIDAY 1:30-3:15**  
Brighton (Onsite)  
COVID-19 Pandemic Issues

**CHAIR**: LE ROUX-KEMP, Andra (U Lincoln)  
**LE ROUX-KEMP, Andra** (U Lincoln) *Medical Nationalism and Emerging Infectious Disease: “The Pandemic of Nationalism and the Nationalism of Pandemics”*  
**MCKENZIE, Patrick** (U S Carolina) *“Our success is in our commitment”: Discipline and Surveillance during the COVID-19 Pandemic in Amman, Jordan*  
**WILSON, Jonathan** (EOCIL) *Inequity in Pandemic Response and Current Solutions to Indigenous and Disabled Populations*

(F-70) **FRIDAY 1:30-3:15**  
Alta (Onsite)  
Plenary on Disasters and Disability: Toward More Creative and Just Conceptual Approaches and Practices in Disaster Studies and Management (Risk & Disaster TIG Plenary)

**CHAIRS**: GONZALEZ BAUTISTA, Noémie (CIÉRA-U Laval), RIVERA GONZÁLEZ, Joyce (U Notre Dame), and KASNITZ, Devva (CUNY SPS)  
**ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS**: KOONS, Adam (FEMA), CONNON, Irena Leisbet Ceridwen (U Dundee)

(F-71) **FRIDAY 1:30-3:15**  
Emigration (Onsite)  
Destinations and Transformations: Recovery, Re-Action, and Resilience in At-Risk Tourism Economies (Heritage & Tourism TIG)

**CHAIR**: MOBERG, Mark (U S Alabama)  
**MOBERG, Mark** (U S Alabama) *The Limits of Ethnographic Knowledge: Cultural Capital and Shifting Paradigms in Southern Belize*  
**DIGGS-THOMPSON, Marilyne** (UPenn) *Revisiting the Economic Fragility of the Non-Sovereign Caribbean: An Anthropological Post-Hurricane, Post-Pandemic Analysis*  
**PELACH, Bryan** (UW) *Wildfire Refuge Tourism: Examining Drivers of Destination Selection and Impacts to Public Lands Recreation across the Cascade Divide*  
**SLOCUM, Josh** (MO State U) *Sustainable Ecotourism Development at Camp Palmarito*

(F-72) **FRIDAY 1:30-3:15**  
Parleys (Onsite)
Intimate Partner Violence: From Economics, Law, and Policy to Interpersonal and Psychosocial (GBV TIG)

CHAIR: WIRTZ, Elizabeth (VA)
HAUG, Jordan and METTA, Adriannah (BYU) Stadim Pasin Bilong Bagarapim Ol Pawa Meri: Power, Money, and Gender-Based Violence in Papua New Guinea
MORRISON, Penelope (PSU New Kensington) Male Intimate Partner Violence Perpetrators’ Perspectives on What Factors Contributed to Their Abusive Behaviors
MOSES, Sharon K. (NAU) Manchester Jane Doe: 2-Dimensional Forensic Facial Reconstruction of a 40-year-old Cold Case
PIRINJIAN, Lori (UCLA) From Anti-Genderism to Law: An Analysis of Domestic Violence in Post-Soviet Armenia
SCHAFROTH, Jamie (Boston U) Contested Suffering: Navigating Care and Making Meaning from Gendered Violence

(F-73) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Millcreek (Onsite)
Sugar Cane Farming Community Development during COVID: Findings of the 2021 Ethnographic Field School in Belize (SAS)

CHAIR: HUME, Douglas (NKU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: EDER, Rebecca, HUME, Douglas, KIFUNGA, Chantal, and STEPHENSON, Joshua (NKU)

(F-77) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Wasatch (Onsite)
Immigration, Integration, Assimilation: Diversity of Post-Migration Experiences (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: LINDSAY, William (U Amsterdam)
LINDSAY, William (U Amsterdam) Finding Home in the Other: Newcomers’ Experiences of Making Home and Integration in Amsterdam East
LONG, Erin (CSBSJU) Crafting Affect through Memory: Venezuelan Narratives of Belonging and Exclusion in Chile
LUBIT, Amanda (Queen’s U Belfast) “We are not safe over here”: Women Resisting Everyday Violence in the British Asylum System
YEAMAN, Sasha (BYU) Racial Gatekeeping: Second and Third Generation Hispanics in the U.S.A.
ECKHARDT, Kiera (ILSTU) Universal Citizenship in Ecuador: A Substantive Policy Model for Mitigating the Venezuelan Refugee Crisis

(F-78) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
Creating Anthropological Value beyond Scholarship (Business TIG)

CHAIR: GAMWELL, Adam (Anthrocurious LLC & This Anthro Life Podcast)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: GAMWELL, Adam (Anthrocurious LLC & This Anthro Life Podcast), SAMARAWICKREMA, Nethra (Listen Up Lab), PODKUL, Tim (The HOW Institute), BROWER, MC (The Movement Cooperative), SERRATO, Margie (Human Empowered, LLC)

(F-79) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Everyday Activism and Alternative Futures (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: WILLOW, Anna (OSU)
TILT, Bryan (OR State U) Remaking a River: Dam Removal and Ecological Transformation in the Pacific Northwest TAM, Mankei (Chinese U Hong Kong) Activism Reloaded: Beyond Abandonment and Sacrifice After Fukushima WIDENER, Patricia (FAU) Social & Environmental Hope & Optimism in Volunteerism & Resistance WILLOW, Anna (OSU) Putting the Pieces in Place: Optimistic Futuring in Transition Movement Culture KING, Hilary (Emory U) “Growing Your Own Food Is Like Printing Your Own Money”: Reshaping Relationships in Atlanta Food Systems RISSING, Andrea (Emory U) Transitioning Farmland Futures: Pathways towards Diversification
(F-80) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Ethnographies of Post-Pandemic Recovery in Rural Appalachia: Transforming Possibilities through Undergraduate Community-Based Research (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: POOLE, Amanda and ADAMS, Abigail (IUP)
BRITTON, Madison R. (IUP) Appalachian Resilience: Sewing Groups and the Agency of Elders in Rural Communities during the Pandemic
DOVE, Olivia K. (IUP) Analysis of Food Insecurity as a Consequence of the Pandemic in Rural Pennsylvania
GOWIN, Jesse (IUP) Vaccine Knowledge and Attitudes among Rural Youth in Northern Appalachia
WINGARD, Brynn (IUP) Wasted Talent: The Result of Industry Elimination in Northern Appalachia
SCHUMANN, William, FLETCHER, Rebecca Adkins, and LONG, Rebecca-Eli (Appalachian State U) Campus-Community Partnerships for Sustainability in Appalachia
DISCUSSANT: VICK, Brandon (IUP)

(F-81) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Resilience in Fishing Communities, Part III (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIRS: CLAY, Patricia and PACKAGE-WARD, Christina (NOAA Fisheries)
Open Discussion

(F-82) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Family and Reproduction during Covid-19

CHAIRS: LOWREY, Meghan and PARSON, Nia (SMU)
PANELISTS: SPEIER, Amy (UT Arlington), PARSON, Nia, LOWREY, Meghan, SANTOS, Cit’clatli, and MORRIS, Becky (SMU), SAMARI, Goleen (Columbia U), WURTZ, Heather (UConn), FOX, Katherine (SMU), WILLEN, Sarah (UConn), MASON, Kate (Brown U), MCKENSZIE, Lara (U W Australia)

(F-92) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyons (Onsite)
SfAA Awards Ceremony
Reception to Follow

The Awards Ceremony is the high point of the annual meeting. President Paolisso will preside. The Program will recognize and feature the winners of the Margaret Mead Award, Sol Tax Award, and the Bronislaw Malinowski Award. A reception will follow and hors d’oeuvres will be served; beverages will be available for purchase.

FRIDAY 5:30-7:00
Snowbird (Onsite)
SoE Business Meeting

FRIDAY 5:30-7:00
Emigration (Onsite)
ExtrAction & Environment TIG Business Meeting

(F-140) FRIDAY 5:30-7:15
Whova (Online Only)
Navigating Critical Feminisms and Religion in Applied Anthropological Research on Gender-Based Violence (GBV) and Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) (GBV TIG)

CHAIRS: CARR, Caitlynn (USF) and BLOOM, Allison (Moravian U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CARR, Caitlynn (USF), BLOOM, Allison (Moravian U), DEUBEL, Tara F. (USF), KELLETT, Nicole (U Maine-Farmington)
SATURDAY, MARCH 26

SATURDAY 9:00-1:00
Executive Boardroom (Onsite)
SfAA Board Meeting

(S-01) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Bryce (Onsite)
Policy, Prevention, & Intervention, Part I (SMA)

CHAIR: MCKENNA, Stacey (R Street Inst)
RAJTAR, Malgorzata (IFISPAN) Health Care Passports, Registries, and Care: The Case of Rare Diseases in Poland
SCHLOSSER, Allison (UN-Omaha) Studying through Policy in a Pandemic: Telemedicine for Opioid Use Disorder in the COVID-19 Era
MCKENNA, Stacey (R Street Inst) Connecting Harm Reduction Silos in Policy and Practice: Overcoming Money, Politics, and History to Find Evidence-Based Common Ground

(S-04) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Student Journeys, Part I (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: GINSBERG, Daniel (AAA)
CERÓN, Alejandro and KINYON, Kamila (U Denver) Teaching Ethnography and Writing: Experiential Learning, Communities of Practice, and Social Justice
ETTER, Connie (Westminster Coll) Incarcerated Pen Pals in the College Classroom
GINSBERG, Daniel (AAA), ROBERTS, William (SMCM), and STOREY, Angela (U Louisville) “An important step on my journey”: Undergraduate Research Turns Students into Anthropologists
HART, Kai (TX State U) Transcending the Binary: Examining the Coming Out Narratives of Transgender, Nonbinary, and Gender Non-Conforming Students

(S-05) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Sundance (Onsite)
Why the World Needs Anthropologists (AAN)

CHAIRS: PODJED, Dan (ZRC SAZU), GORUP, Meta (Ghent U), and GUERRÓN MONTERO, Carla (UDel)
PANELISTS: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U), ERIKSEN, Thomas Hylland (U Oslo), BOHREN, Lenora (CO State U), ULK, Rikke (Anthropologerne)

(S-06) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Solitude (Onsite)
Ethics in Practice: Training, Resources, and Issues in PPA Anthropology (NAPA)

CHAIR: PENNEY, Lauren (VA & UTHSCSA)
Open Discussion

(S-07) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Existing Inequalities in U.S. Farmworker Populations: COVID, Collaboration, and Policy

CHAIRS: MUNOZ, Lidia and STEPHEN, Lynn (U Oregon)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: STEPHEN, Lynn and HERRERA, Timothy (U Oregon), SAXTON, Dvera (CSU Fresno), MUNOZ, Lidia (U Oregon), MARTINEZ, Jennifer (Portland State U), SANCHEZ, Valentín (OR Law Ctr)

(S-08) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Snowbird (Onsite)
Contentious Processes of Locality Making (PESO)

CHAIR: GEZON, Lisa (U W Georgia)
EKLUND, Elizabeth (U Arizona), AHMED, Saleh and FRY, Vanessa Crossgrove (Boise State U) Emerging Zoom Towns and Amenity-Driven Population Growth in the Non-metropolitan Intermountain West
GEZON, Lisa (U W Georgia) Happiness and Its Challenges: The Power and Limits of COVID-19 as a Transformative Degrowth Experience
HILTON, Amanda (BARA, U Arizona) Geographical Indications and Precarious Heritage: Sicilian Perspectives
NONINI, Don (UNC) Slow Food Activism: Epicureanism with a Human Face, or Ground for Progressive Possibilities?

(S-09) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Brighton (Onsite)
Ecosystem-Based Management: Methods and Approaches to Improve Collaboration and Produce Socially-Informed Outcomes, Part I (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia (ECU)
COHN, Leanne (OR State U), FEIST, Blake and WHITMIRE, Curt (NOAA), CONWAY, Flaxen (OR State U) Using GIS to Illustrate Rockfish Conservation Area Closures on the US West Coast from 2008-2021
DOWNES, Mike (Wislow Rsch) and WEIDLICH, Stev (Independent) Social Impact Assessment of Abundance-based Management of Halibut Bycatch in the Bering Sea
PERNG, Lansing (NOAA & UHM), LEONG, Kirsten (NOAA), WEIJERMAN, Mariska (Independent), OLESON, Kirsten (UHM), WALDEN, John and DEPIPER, Geret (NOAA) Identifying Social Tipping Points: A Case Study in Hawai’i
POMEROY, Carrie (IMS UCSC) and CULVER, Carolynn S. (CA Sea Grant, MSI UCSB) It’s Not Just about the Fish: Representing Fishermen’s Knowledge in Marine Management Processes

(S-10) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Alta (Onsite)
Methodological Innovations in Immigration Research (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: RAMSAY, Georgina (UDel)
MONTAGUE, Angela (USU) The Revolutionary Potential and Pitfalls of Community Based Participatory Research Addressing Refugee Health Disparities in Northern Utah
MOREHOUSE, Sarah (Fletcher Sch of Law & Diplomacy) Civil War to Turf War: A Positive Deviance Approach to the Examination of Gang Conscription amongst Resettled Karen Refugee Youth in Utica, New York
CHARAUDEAU SANTOMAURO, Bastien (Yale U) Acting as a Researcher: Reflections from Legal Fieldwork at the Border
MARSH, Fallon and RAMSAY, Georgina (UDel) Interrupted Research and Disrupted Lives: Exploring Barriers to Research Participation as Revealing “Structural Borders” in the Lives of Migrants

(S-11) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Emigration (Onsite)
Coping with Ecological Stress, Part I (SAS)

CHAIR: DRESSLER, William (U Alabama)
DRESSLER, William and OTHS, Kathryn (U Alabama) Cultural Consonance in Food, Cultural Consonance in Life Goals, and Psychological Distress: What Contrasting Effects Tell Us about Brazil
NORDIN, Andreas (U Gothenburg) Modelling the Cognition and Culture of Oneriomantic Dream Divination
PLACEK, Caitlyn (BSU) Cross-Cultural Variation in Pregnancy Fasting

(S-18) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
“Just One Word: Plastics”: Practicing Anthropology, 3Rs, and Solid Waste Management

CHAIR: KRIEGER, Laurie (Clean Cities, Blue Ocean & Manoff Group)
SKOCZEN, Kathleen (SCSU) and CARAM, Maria (EcoServices) Women in the Solid Waste Value Chain: Challenges for the Workforce
KRIEGER, Laurie (Clean Cities, Blue Ocean & Manoff Group), PANTALEON, Natividad (U Alcala de Henares), and ABREU, Daniel (Independent) Trials of Improved Practices (TIPs) for Development of Social and Behavior Change and a Solid Waste Management System
Sustainability Begins at HOME: Trialing Single-Use Plastic Alternatives in Urban Households in the Maldives

**MOHAMED, Mizna and AHMED, Jameel** (Small Islands Geographic Society)

**SATURDAY 9:00-10:45**

**Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)**

Un/Making Health in the Borderlands: Transforming Care in Discourse and Practice

**CHAIR:** FLEURIET, K. Jill (UTSA)

FLEURIET, K. Jill (UTSA) Performing and Transforming Borders in Health and Health Care

MELO, Milena (UTRGV) The Boundary of Life and Death: Constructing Deservingness

PEZZIA, Carla (U Dallas) Discourse and Alcoholism Boundary-making in Highland Guatemala

ROBERTSON, William (U Memphis) Anal Cancer Prevention: A Case Study in Bordering Sex/Gender and Sexuality

**DISCUSSANT:** MARTINEZ, Glenn (UTSA)

**WHOVA (Online Only)**

Why Tomorrow May Look Like Yesterday: Crisis Response (Heritage & Tourism TIG)

**CHAIR:** STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (Kent State U)

DONAHUE, Katherine (Plymouth State U) Crisis Responses: How the French Have Dealt with Tourism and COVID-19

HECK, Patricia (U S Sewanee) Has COVID 19 Politicization Failed in Germany?: German Culture May Hold Answers

BAUER, Daniel (USI) Crafting Globalization: Chambira Weaving in the Face of Covid-19

STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (Kent State U) and CARDENAS CARRASCO, Juan (Juan Cardenas Birding & Cultural Trips South America) “Tomorrow Will Be Better”

**WHOVA (Online Only)**

Working with a Degree in Anthropology in a Post-Covid World: How to Get Hired and Where to Look

**CHAIR:** ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG), PHANEUF, Victoria (Bureau of Land Management), STUDEBAKER, Jennifer (Ewing Marion Kauffman Fdn), PARKER, John Dempsey (Emerging Issues at NCSU)

**WHOVA (Online Only)**

Breaking the Sandbox of Innovation: Shifting from Potentials to Impacts, Part I (AAN)

**CHAIRS:** VANDENBROEK, Angela (TX State U) and KOYCHEVA, Lora (Ludwig-Maximilians U Munich)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: VANDENBROEK, Angela (TX State U), KOYCHEVA, Lora (Ludwig-Maximilians U Munich), RODWELL, Elizabeth (U Houston), WISNOSKI, Matthew (VA Tech U), POLANYI, Tamas (Sandbox Archaeology)

**WHOVA (Online Only)**

Policy, Prevention, & Intervention, Part II (SMA)

**CHAIR:** BROOKS, Benjamin (ECU)

KALIFON, Zev (Bar Ilan U) A Paradox within a Paradox: Life Expectancy in Israel

DYER, Christopher L. (UNM) Fitness by Design: A Health and Wellness Strategy for the Rural Poor

GUEVARA, Emilia (UMD) Becoming a “Crónica”: Social Programs and the Negotiation of a Disabled Migrant Identity in Rural Hidalgo

BASTANI, Parsa (Brown U) The Ethical Malleability of HIPAA: The Deterioration of Patient Privacy from Law Enforcement during the Opioid Epidemic

KUNSTADTER, Peter (PHPT, Chiang Mai) Cultural Traditions vs. Individual Socioeconomic Characteristics in Knowledge of HIV and Stigmatization of PLWHA: Survey Results from 631 Chinese and 699 Lahu Men and Women in Northwestern Thailand

BROOKS, Benjamin (ECU) Using Faculty Student Collaborative Research to Understand Andean Highland Women’s Perceptions of Stress
(S-34) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Deer Valley (Onsite)
Student Journeys, Part II (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: LUCHMUN, Rachel (ASU)
LUCHMUN, Rachel, MULDER, Emily, REED, Jace, BOESCH, Shannon, RODRÍGUEZ DE JESÚS, Sue A.,
RAMIREZ HALL, Alysha, and FIKES, Thomas (ASU) Engagement and Equity through Virtual Reality in Undergraduate Biology
PECK-BARTLE, Shannon (USF) Re(discovered): Anthropology and Social Justice Education through African American Cemeteries
SURREY, David, CHALAKOVA, Maria, and SOTO, Katherine (Saint Peter’s U) Lessons Learned from the Pandemic: Re-Engaging Students with New Strategies
WUNDERLICH-BARILLAS, Tracy (Oakland U William Beaumont Sch of Med) Pathways to Learning about Death and Dying: Perspectives from Medical Education
NOONAN, Emily (U Louisville) Using the “Three Bodies” in Medical Education
MCLAUGHLIN, Joseph, PARKER, Aniyah, RODRIGUES, Kelly, and BARRERA, Karyn (Saint Peter’s U) The Digital Gap during the Pandemic: Widening the Chasm in the Remote Delivery World

(S-35) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Suncance (Onsite)
Connecting Students to the Professional World (Business TIG)

CHAIR: DAVID, Gary (Bentley U)
PANELISTS: DAVID, Gary (Bentley U), ALBRIGHT, Karen (VA-Denver, CU Anschutz Med Campus), ANJARIA, Jonathan (Brandeis U), SOULELES, Daniel (Copenhagen Business Sch)

(S-36) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Solitude (Onsite)
What Do Anthropologists Do: The NAPA Toolkit as a Concept Guide, Part I (NAPA)

CHAIR: TASHIMA, Nathaniel (LTG Assoc)
PANELISTS: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U), HENRY, Lisa (UNT), CRAIN, Cathleen and TASHIMA, Nathaniel (LTG Assoc)

(S-38) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Snowbird (Onsite)
Connecting with the Environment and Each Other: Linking Meaning and Management in Public Green Spaces, Part I (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: COOLS, Kyla and BROWN, Madeline (UMD)
WANG, Luwei (UFL) Outside Walt Disney: An Urbanizing World for Orlando Public Parks
TEMME, Sara (Portland State U) More than Words: Articulating the Multisensory Experiences of Protected Area Visitors in Southern Nevada
COOLS, Kyla (UMD) Perceptions on the Impacts of Covid-19 on Park and Trail Experiences
FISKE, Shirley (UMD) and LOPEZ, Noel (NPS) Invisibility and Environmental Justice in Public Park Spaces

(S-39) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Brighton (Onsite)
Ecosystem-Based Management: Methods and Approaches to Improve Collaboration and Produce Socially-Informed Outcomes, Part II (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: GRACE-MCCASKY, Cynthia (ECU)
SJOSTROM, Anja and GRACE-MCCASKY, Cynthia (ECU) Implementing Ecosystem-Based Fisheries Management in Small Scale Fisheries: Challenges and Progress in the U.S. Caribbean
NAKACHI, Alohi (UHM, CIMAR, NOAA), LEONG, Kirsten (NOAA), OLESON, Kirsten (UHM), and GOVE, Jamison (NOAA) The Levels of Intensity Framework: A More Inclusive CES Method/approach

(S-40) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Alta (Onsite)
Crisis, Health, and Care (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: TRIVEDI, Jennifer (UDel)
TRIVEDI, Jennifer (UDel) Spoonies and Sacrificial Thanks: The Complexities of Moving through the COVID-19 Pandemic with Chronic Illness
LOCKE, Emily, HORAN, Holly, and MOBLEY, Emily (U Alabama). MARTIN, Amie (Butterflies Dancing Perinatal Support) A Community Engaged Approach to Understanding Perceptions of Infant Health and Well-Being in Multiple Disaster Contexts
HARVEY, T.S. (Vanderbilt U) Rethinking COVID-19 and ‘What’s in a Name?’: Linguistics and Risk Reduction in Public Health

(S-41) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Emigration (Onsite)
Coping with Ecological Stress, Part II (SAS)

CHAIR: SKOGGARD, Ian (Human Relations Area Files)
SKOGGARD, Ian, PIERRO, Rachele, and EMBER, Carol R. (Human Relations Area Files), PITEK, Emily (GWU) How Social Capital Actually Operates in Disaster Risk Reduction: A Cross-Cultural Survey
STAPLETON, Charles and STAPLETON, Maria (NIU) Central Mexican Farmers and Their Cultural Models of Nature
STEIN, Max and LEVI, Salvatore (FGCU) Evaluating Long-Term Effects of the Pandemic on Basic Needs Securities at a Florida Public University

(S-48) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Wildcat (Livestreamed from SLC)
Water Heritage in the West: How Water Shapes Communities over Time (SAS)

CHAIRS: COHEN, Anna and CANNON, Molly Boeka (USU)
WALZER, Mariah, COHEN, Anna S., and CANNON, Molly Boeka (USU) Water in the Desert: A Long-Term Perspective on Great Basin Water Heritage
SCHOENKOPF, Austin (MT State U) Lightning from Cloudless Skies: Water, Memory, and Historic Preservation in the East Mojave
ROSE, Jeff and ZAJCHOWSKI, Chris (U Utah) Perceptions of Recreational Scarcity: Social and Cultural Meanings of Climate-induced Fluctuations on the Dolores River Watershed
CANNON, Molly, COHEN, Anna, and JENSON, Megan (USU) Dimensions of Water Heritage in the Mountain West: A Case Study from Northern Utah
PARRY, Darren (Northwestern Band of the Shoshone Nation) Life in a Dry, Arid Place: Lessons and Water Stories from Shoshone Elders

(S-49) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Sidewinder (Livestreamed from SLC)
Revolutions and Transformative Possibilities in Global Health and Global Change Studies (SoE)

CHAIRS: OLSON, Liz (SUU) and FOWLER, Cynthia (Wofford Coll)
FOWLER, Cynthia (Wofford Coll) Making and Unmaking Freshwater on Sumba Island in Indonesia’s Arid Southeast
OLSON, Liz (SUU) Health Sovereignty in West-Central Mexico: Ethnography of the Grassroots Movement
BAINES, Kristina (CUNY Guttman & Cool Anthropology) “The Land Is Our Life”: Ethnographic Insights in Belizean Maya Land Tenure Legislation for Collective Well-being

(S-50) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Whova (Online Only)
Applied Anthropological Contributions to COVID-19 Response

CHAIRS: SCHMIDT-SANE, Megan (Inst of Dev Studies) and HEDGES, Kristin (GVSU)
HEDGES, Kristin and WILLSON, Maggie (GVSU) Ethnographic Insights to Vaccine Confidence in West Michigan
PRICE, Dalton (U Oxford) Reframing Contact Tracing: An Opportunity for Integrating Social Sciences in Public Health?

**DISCUSSANT:** **SCHOCH-SPANA, Monica** (JHU)

**(S-51) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00**

Whova (Online Only)

The Radical Potential of Semiotics and Cultural Strategy to Inform Business Decision-making (EPIC)

**CHAIR:** **PARTHASARATHY, Vijay** (Stardust Insights)

**ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS:** **PARTHASARATHY, Vijay** (Stardust Insights), **UNGER, Sarah** (Cultique), **KLEIN, Matt** (Zine), **LONG, Cecily** (TRIPTK), **THEODOSIOU, Noel** (Luminous)

**(S-52) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00**

Whova (Online Only)

Breaking the Sandbox of Innovation: Shifting from Potentials to Impacts, Part II (AAN)

**CHAIRS:** **VANDENBROEK, Angela** (TX State U) and **KOYCHEVA, Lora** (Ludwig-Maximilians U Munich)

**ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS:** **DOGANOVA, Liliana** and **LAURENT, Brice** (CSI, Mines ParisTech), **IGELSBÖCK, Judith** (Tech U-Munich), **CANTINHO DE JESUS, Vanessa** (U Amsterdam)

**(S-61) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15**

Bryce (Onsite)

Responding to Racism in Medicine and Healthcare (SMA)

**CHAIR:** **ROBINSON, Amanda** (Inst for Community Hlth)

**STALEY, Faith** and **ETTER, Connie** (Westminster Coll) *Illegible Resistance: Unpacking Progress Narratives in Research on Social Change*

**OTTENWELLER, Cecelia** (Independent) *Our Health Matters and Preserving Communities of Color*

**ROBINSON, Amanda** and **FISHER, Carolyn F.** (Inst for Community Hlth) *Equitable Evaluation through Community-led Design*

**ADAMS, Yasmine S.** and **GRAVLEE, Clarence** (UFL) *Weight of an Image: Vicarious Racism in the Age of Social Media*

**MCNAMARA, Karen** (AAAS) *Networks of Care: Bangladeshi Medical Travels to South India*

**(S-64) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15**

Deer Valley (Onsite)

The Changing Landscape of the Academy, Part I (Higher Ed TIG)

**CHAIR:** **BUCKSER, Andrew** (SUNY Plattsburgh)

**AUSTIN, Diane** (U Arizona) *Collaborative Community Research: Revolutionary Potential or Unlikely to Succeed?*

**BUCKSER, Andrew** (SUNY Plattsburgh) *The Costs and Benefits of Tenure in American Higher Education: Moral and Organizational Approaches*

**ESKRIDGE, Cole** (U Arizona) *Birth of a Profession: Construction of the Disability Compliance Regime in Higher Education*

**GREENSWORD, Sylviane** (TCU) *“Fix the Elevator!”: Understanding the Mutations in Student Activism through Oral History*

**(S-65) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15**

Sundance (Onsite)

SfAA Pro: Building New Futures with Student Internships

**CHAIR:** **HOUHILAN, Quinn** (Purdue U)

Open Discussion

**(S-66) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15**

Solitude (Onsite)

Who Doesn’t Need an Anthropologist?, Part II: Practicing Anthropologists Working on the Front Lines (NAPA)
CHAIR: HIMMELGREEN, David (USF)
PANELISTS: KIHLSTROM, Laura (Finnish Inst for Health), WILSON, Jason and HENDERSON, Heather (Tampa General Hosp), HEUER, Jacquelyn (USF)

(S-67) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Powder Mountain (Onsite)
Medical Anthropology’s Exploration of Covid-19

CHAIR: SORCHER, Rachael (Outreach Int’l)
SHAY, Kimberly (Wayne State U) Older Adults and Volunteering: Emerging from the COVID Pandemic to New Landscapes of Social Engagement
SORCHER, Rachael and CLOETE, Elene (Outreach Int’l) The Perks of Pivoting: Four Key Learnings from Collecting Field Data in the Philippines amid COVID-19 Travel Restrictions
VAZQUEZ, Catherine (USF) “Almost Heaven”: Building Human Capital through Remote Workers in West Virginia’s Ascend Program

(S-68) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Snowbird (Onsite)
Connecting with the Environment and Each Other: Linking Meaning and Management in Public Green Spaces, Part II (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: COOLS, Kyla and BROWN, Madeline (UMD)
GONZALEZ, Cady (UFL) Re-creation for Recreation: Beautifying Urban Natures in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
ALEXANDER, Sara (Baylor U) When Emotions Run Deep: Protecting Land and Human Life by Reconciling Preservation, Development, and Habitation in Red River Gorge, Kentucky
BROWN, Madison (ISU) What Makes a Good Trail?: Linking Conservation Ideologies and Embodied Knowledge in Trail Building Practice

(S-69) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Brighton (Onsite)
SfAA Racial Justice Task Force Roundtable and Listening Session: Takeaways

CHAIR: KIHKANNA, Sunil (OR State U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BAILEY, Eric (ECU), GONZÁLEZ, Melinda (Rutgers U), GONZALEZ BAUTISTA, Noémie (CIÉRA-U Laval), PAUL-WARD, Amy (FIU), REISINGER, Heather Schacht (U Iowa Carver Coll of Med & VA), RIVERA-GONZALEZ, Joyce (U Notre Dame)

(S-70) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Alta (Onsite)
Community Guides for Humanitarian Aid in Haiti (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: SCHULLER, Mark (NIU & Faculte d’Ethnologie)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BLAISE, Jamesky (l’Hôpital Saint Antoine), HSU, K. Jessica (Independent), LOUIS, Ilonor (UEH), ROBILLARD, Sabina (Tufts U), VOLTAIRE, Elkins (UEH)

(S-71) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Emigration (Onsite)
The Nuts and Bolts: Ethnographic Research and Methods Mentoring (SAS)

CHAIRS: SKOGGARD, Ian (Human Relations Area Files) and PLACEK, Caitlyn (BSU)
PANELISTS: LYON, Stephen (AKU-Int’l), CHRISOMALIS, Stephen (Wayne State U), HUME, Douglas (NKU), DENGAGH, Francois (USU), SKOGGARD, Ian (Human Relations Area Files), COPELAND, Toni (U Alabama), DRESSLER, William and OTHS, Kathryn (U Alabama), SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR), SCHENSUL, Stephen L. (UCHC), LOWE, John (Cultural Analysis), GATEWOOD, John (Lehigh U), WELLER, Susan (UTMB)

(S-79) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Sidewinder (Onsite)
Gender Violence and the Body: Sexual and Reproductive Health (GBV TIG)

CHAIR: WIRTZ, Elizabeth (VA)
HORAN, Holly, LOCKE, Emily, MOBLEY, Emmily, RYU, Jean, and BRADLEY, Lilanta (U Alabama) “Now that it’s written down, we can get to work...”: Academic-Community Collaborations to Promote Collaborative Perinatal Care in Alabama
MARKS, Alejandra (Tulane U) Passports to Care: Improvising Abortion in Brazil
MARTINEZ, Rebecca (Purdue U) Periods: Just Part of the Lived Experience at a Transitional Housing Center
YOURISH, Emily (Penn State U) and MORRISON, Penelope (PSU New Kensington) An Examination of Barriers to Care for Pregnant and Postpartum Women Experiencing Co-Occurring IPV and OUD

(S-80) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Forty Years of International Resettlement Policy Implementation: Stocktaking and Prospects

CHAIRS: PRICE, Susanna (ANU-Canberra) and SCHMIDT-SOLTAU, Kai (Soc Sci Solutions GmbH)

(S-81) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
Transforming the Landscape: Supporting CLD Families through Radical and Sustainable Community-Based Research Practices of Hope

CHAIRS: BARKO-ALVA, Katherine (William & Mary) and PORTER, Lisa (James Madison U)
PANELISTS: HASKINS, Natoya and PARKER, Janise (William & Mary), MEZA, Diana and PORTER, Lisa (James Madison U), BARKO-ALVA, Katherine (William and Mary)

(S-82) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Whova (Online Only)
SfAA Global: Past and Future

CHAIR: FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwatersrand), FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD), VÉLEZ-IBÁÑEZ, Carlos (ASU), EVERSOLE, Robyn (Swinburne U)

(S94) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Deer Valley (Onsite)
The Changing Landscape of the Academy, Part II (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: MATTES, Seven (MSU)
LARRIVEE, Anne (WCUPA Libraries) Exploring Access to Research in the Library
LORD, Kayli (TX State U) From Foster Care to University: An Ethnography of Academic Challenges
MATTES, Seven (MSU) Animalizing the Classroom: An Approach to DEI and Anti-Racist Teaching

(S-98) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Snowbird (Onsite)
Towards Disruptive Anthropology: Just Representation, Scaled Impact, and Transcending Platitudes in Environmental Decision-Making

CHAIRS: CAMPBELL, Jacob (Field Museum) and MCMANHAN, Ben (U Arizona)
PANELISTS: WALI, Alaka (Field Museum), RENTERÍA-VALENCIA, Rodrigo (CWU), MCMANHAN, Ben (U Arizona), NIEVES RUIZ, Alfonso, CAMPBELL, Jacob (Field Museum)

SATURDAY 5:30-7:15
Sundance (Onsite)
Higher Ed TIG Meeting